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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Global Pushback Against Tyranny Has Begun

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ! Fact Checked

March 20, 2021, on the 1-year anniversary of the @rst COVID-19 lockdown, people in

more than 40 countries took to the streets to peacefully demonstrate against COVID-

19 lies and tyrannical measures

"

Mainstream media have near-universally censored any news of this global

demonstration. Those that did report it either understated the global nature of the

event and its attendance, or misrepresented the intent of this “Worldwide Freedom

Day”

"

The intent behind Worldwide Freedom Day was to tell our elected oNcials and

unelected global leaders that we withdraw our consent to unconstitutional

overreaches and attempts to strip us of our rights and freedoms, and that we will no

longer submit to and cower in fear

"

The PCR test is at the heart of the COVID-19 scam. Without the PCR fraud and the

asymptomatic spreader lie, the COVID-19 pandemic would have been a short-lived blip

"

Lies have been able to stand through the implementation of universal censorship of

anyone who speaks truth and points out the scienti@c fallacies that drive the

pandemic narrative. With these psychological tools, they manufactured the greatest

hoax the world has ever seen

"
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March 20, 2021, on the 1-year anniversary of the @rst COVID-19 lockdown, people in

more than 40 countries took to the streets to peacefully demonstrate against COVID-

19 lies and tyrannical measures.

The documentary above, "The Pushback," details the day the world stood together

against government overreach and the destruction of human rights — and why we

must unite, every day, and push back.

Chances are, you didn't hear about this global rallying cry for freedom, as the

mainstream media have near-universally censored any news of it. The few that did

report it either understated the global nature of the event and its attendance, or

misrepresented the intent of this "Worldwide Freedom Day."

Freedom From Fear

So, just what was the intent behind this global demonstration? In short, to tell our

elected oNcials and unelected global leaders that we withdraw our consent to these

unconstitutional overreaches and attempts to strip us of our rights and freedoms, and

that we will no longer submit to and cower in fear. As noted in the @lm, fear and

hysteria were carefully nurtured using a false narrative that said:

A deadly novel virus is sweeping across the planet

No one is immune and there's no cure

Asymptomatic people are major disease vectors, and therefore:

We have to shut everything down, isolate everyone and wear masks until the

whole world has been vaccinated

And, of course, anyone who challenges this crazy narrative is labeled a danger to

society. Every part of this narrative is false and unrealistic. In reality:
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SARS-CoV-2 poses a high risk to a very limited group of people and a negligible

risk to the vast majority

Few are susceptible to severe illness or death

There are several effective treatments available

Asymptomatic people — historically known as healthy people — do not spread the

infection

Lockdowns and mask mandates did not work and have caused great harm

Vulnerable people have been harmed instead of helped

Ground Zero of the False Narrative

March 3, 2020, the World Health Organization tweeted out a comment by WHO

director-general Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, which said:

"Globally, about 3.4% of reported COVID-19 cases have died. By comparison,

seasonal Eu generally kills far fewer than 1% of those infected."

It makes COVID-19 sound like a serious problem indeed. The problem is that

Ghebreyesus compared apples and oranges. He reported the case fatality rate (CFR)

of COVID-19, versus the infection fatality rate (IFR) for the bu.

As explained in the @lm, CFR is the proportion of deaths from a disease compared to

the number of people diagnosed (the total number of con@rmed cases). The IFR,

meanwhile, is the proportion of deaths from a disease compared to the total number
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of infected individuals, con@rmed or suspected.

Since CFR requires the infection to be con@rmed through laboratory testing and

clinical evaluation, and the total number of infected people can be hard to determine

and includes suspected cases, the CFR is always lower than the IFR.

By conbating CFR and IFR in the same sentence, comparing two different sets of

statistics, Ghebreyesus grossly overstated the threat of COVID-19. Stanford

University researcher John Ioannidis pointed this out in a March 7, 2020, response, in

which he said, "Reported case fatality rates, like the oNcial 3.4% rate from the WHO,

cause horror — and are meaningless."

October 14, 2020, Ioannidis published a review of 61 seroprevalence studies  showing

that the IFR for COVID-19 was actually only 0.23% — a far cry from the CFR of 3.4% —

and for people under the age of 70, the IFR was just 0.05%. In other words, COVID-19

is actually less deadly than the bu. Many have noted that the IFR for bu is typically

only around 0.1%, and even at that, COVID-19 is less deadly for people under the age

of 70.

PCR Test Added Fuel to the False Narrative

As noted in the documentary, at this point, there are so many false narratives it's hard

to know where to begin, but a good place is the reverse transcription polymerase

chain reaction (RT-PCR) test, as it is at the heart of this scam. If it weren't for this

bawed test, there would be no pandemic to speak of.

The fact is, the PCR test is not designed to be used as a diagnostic tool as it cannot

distinguish between inactive viruses and "live" or reproductive ones.  This is a crucial

point, since inactive and reproductive viruses are not interchangeable in terms of

infectivity. If you have a nonreproductive virus in your body, you will not get sick and

1

2

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/02/19/covid-pcr-test-fraud.aspx
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you cannot spread it to others.

What's more, the test was developed using nothing more than computer modeling of

a genetic sequence. No actual viral isolate from a patient was ever used in the

development of this test.

November 30, 2020, a team of 22 international scientists published a review

challenging the scienti@c paper  on PCR testing for SARS-CoV-2 written by Christian

Drosten, Ph.D., and Victor Corman. The Corman-Drosten paper was quickly accepted

by the WHO and the workbow described therein was adopted as the standard across

the world.

The 22 scientists demanded the Corman-Drosten paper be retracted due to "fatal

errors,"  one of which is the fact that it was written (and the test itself developed)

before any viral isolate was available. All they used was the genetic sequence

published online by Chinese scientists in January 2020.

As if that doesn't make the test unreliable enough, laboratories were instructed to

amplify the RNA collected far too many times, resulting in healthy people testing

"positive." The number of ampli@cations is known as the cycle threshold (CT).

When you get a positive result using a CT of 35 or higher, you're looking at the

equivalent of a single copy of viral DNA. The likelihood of that causing a health

problem is minuscule. Yet the WHO,  the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and the

U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention  were recommending CTs between

40 and 45, thereby guaranteeing a vast majority of "cases" were in fact false

positives.

How the Greatest Hoax in History Was Fashioned

3
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https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/01/13/coronavirus-pcr-testing.aspx
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As detailed in the featured @lm, widespread PCR testing gave the mainstream media

the fodder needed to create hysteria. For months on end, every broadcast had a

tickertape showing the number of "cases" detected.

Other fear-induction tactics included universal masking and 6-foot social distancing

rules, replete with plastic barriers everywhere and signs on every boor telling you

where to stand and in which direction to walk.

One of the primary tactics that drove the narrative that masking and social distancing

were necessities was the lie that asymptomatic people were spreading the infection.

Anyone could be a lethal threat. No one was to be exempted from suspicion.

That old man with a cough? Lethal threat. That muscular jogger, bushed from fresh air

and exercise? Lethal threat. That pink-faced precocious 2-year-old? Lethal threat. A

fearful public soaked up the propaganda and started verbally and physically attacking

non-maskers without regard for logic, reason or science.

Without the PCR fraud and the asymptomatic spreader lie, the COVID-19 pandemic

would have been a short-lived blip. The lies were able to stand for one reason and one

reason only, and that was the implementation of universal censorship of anyone who

spoke the truth and pointed out the scienti@c fallacies that were driving the pandemic

narrative.

With these psychological tools — preceded by a single carefully crafted revision of the

de@nition of "pandemic" a decade ago — they manufactured the greatest hoax the

world has ever seen. Indeed, you could say the rede@nition of pandemic was what

brought us to this precipice in the @rst place. The WHO's original de@nition of a

pandemic was:

"… when a new inEuenza virus appears against which the human population

10,11

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/11/19/covid-testing-fraud-fuels-casedemic.aspx
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has no immunity, resulting in several, simultaneous epidemics worldwide

with enormous numbers of deaths and illness."

The key portion of that de@nition is "enormous numbers of deaths and illness." This

de@nition was changed in the month leading up to the 2009 swine bu pandemic. The

change was a simple but substantial one: They merely removed the severity and high

mortality criteria, leaving the de@nition of a pandemic as "a worldwide epidemic of a

disease."

By removing the criteria of severe illness causing high morbidity, leaving

geographically widespread infection as the only criteria for a pandemic, the WHO and

technocratic leaders of the world were able to bamboozle the global population into

believing we were in mortal danger.

What Works and What Doesn't

The total discarding of science is perhaps the most perplexing part of this pandemic.

We're told to follow the science, but what they actually mean is that we must do as

we're told, without evidence. As noted in the @lm, we've long known what works and

what doesn't, when it comes to pandemic disease mitigation.

Effective measures include hand-washing and isolating the sick. Everything we've

been told to do over this past year falls squarely in the "proven ineffective" category,

and that includes large scale quarantines, border closures, school closures, social

distancing and universal mask use. What's worse, everything we've been told that is

necessary to save lives, actually fuels disease.

What Was the Pandemic Really About?

12
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In my best-selling book, "The Truth About COVID-19 — Exposing the Great Reset,

Lockdowns, Vaccine Passports and the New Normal," I detail the backstory of how the

COVID-19 pandemic was created and, more importantly, why. If you do not understand

the geopolitical landscape we're in right now, you will struggle to understand why

anyone would possibly lie about a virus and create a pandemic out of smoke and

mirrors.

In a nutshell, a small but highly organized technocratic elite have used this pandemic

as a justi@cation for eroding liberty, freedom and democracy from Day 1, and the

reason is because they want to usher in a whole new global system. The global elite

refer to this new system as the Great Reset, the Fourth Industrial Revolution and the

Build Back Better plan.

Make no mistake, the plan — as laid out in various papers and reports, including s

2010 Rockefeller Foundation report,  in which they describe their "Lockstep"

scenario, which is a coordinated global response to a lethal pandemic, and its 2020

white paper,  "National COVID-19 Testing Action Plan" — is to use bioterrorism to take

control of the world's resources, wealth and people.

The plan is to use the need for coordinated pandemic response as the justi@cation for

permanent surveillance and social controls that hobble personal liberty and freedom

of choice.

To learn more about the hidden power structure running this global reorganization

toward authoritarian control, see "Bill Gates Wants to Realize Global Vision in His

Lifetime," "The Great Reset and Build Back Better," "Technocracy and the Great Reset"

and "Who Pressed the Great Reset Button?"

The Time to Stand for Freedom Is Right NOW

13
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https://www.amazon.com/Truth-about-Covid-19-Lockdowns-Passports/dp/1645020886/ref=sr_1_1
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/09/09/new-engineered-coronavirus.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/03/03/bill-gates-harrowing-vision-for-the-world.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/02/02/the-great-reset-and-build-back-better.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/12/19/technocracy-and-the-great-reset.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/11/16/what-is-the-great-reset.aspx
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In 2007, Naomi Wolf published "The End of America: Letter of Warning to a Young

Patriot," in which she lays out the 10 steps to tyranny. She's now warning everyone,

everywhere, that we are at Step 10. Once Step 10 locks into place, there's no going

back. It'll be too dangerous to @ght back.

Right now, you might face police brutality or censorship. If that dissuades you from

doing your part in standing against the totalitarian dictates right now, in the future,

you'll lose everything.

The good news is the would-be tyrants have not won yet. That said, we have no time

to spare. We have no time to remain idle, hoping it will all just go back to normal on its

own. In countries where citizens do not have a Second Amendment right to bear

arms, the answer is peaceful mass civil disobedience.

In the U.S., we do have the Second Amendment, which allows citizens to own and

bear arms, and the mere possibility of an armed uprising makes it more diNcult for a

tyrannical government to get their way. That said, peaceful disobedience is the

primary strategy in armed countries as well.

We must also rally behind legislation that prevents the alteration of laws that

safeguard our freedoms. To that end, Wolf has started the Five Freedoms Campaign,

which you can @nd on her Daily Clout website.

The campaign focuses on creating legislation to preserve key freedoms and prevent

emergency laws from infringing on our freedom to assemble, worship, protest and

engage in business. Legislation is also being crafted to open schools, remove mask

mandates and eliminate requirements for vaccine passports.

Hope, in the Face of Tyranny

https://dailyclout.io/five-freedoms-huge-win-for-american-patriots/
https://billcam.dailyclout.io/?page=1
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I have no doubt that we will ultimately stop the globalists' drive toward global tyranny.

It's not going to be easy. It may take years, and it may get far worse before it gets

better.

The founders of the U.S. bed repressive societies or were children or grandchildren of

those who did. They had to personally reckon with criminalized speech, arbitrary

arrests and state sanctioned torture and even murder. The men who signed the

Declaration of Independence knew that if they lost the war, they would be executed

for treason.

These men and women were radicals, @ghting for liberty and personal freedoms.

They had a vision of reality that was an absolute slap in the face of what the rest of

the world tolerated. They were willing to sacri@ce their lives to turn that vision into a

reality. Most all of us have forgotten their sacri@ces and have capitulated to the

carefully constructed narrative to create fear that allows most to give up their claim to

freedom.

The Founders trusted us to remember our history and remain ever vigilant, to keep the

precious web of liberty and personal freedom that they constructed from evaporating

so that there would never be an American tyrant. The creators of the U.S. Constitution

understood that the price of liberty was eternal vigilance.

Hopefully, enough people will see through the mainstream fog and see the truth of

where we're headed and how we got here (if you don't, read "The Truth About COVID-

19"), and once you understand who the actual enemy is, you become less fearful and

more eNcient. You can now help educate others, so that they understand what's

going on, how they're being deceived and what they're actually about to give up.

Lastly, there are legal solutions that can help thwart the globalist takeover,

technological solutions that can strengthen citizens' lobbying power, and censor-

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/10/25/richard-mack-sheriff-civil-liberties.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/04/25/naomi-wolf-the-end-of-america.aspx
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proof technologies that will allow us to circumvent current Big Tech monopolies. We

have to work on all of these fronts but, together, I believe we can resecure freedom for

our children and future generations.

 

Darzoum

A key element of the psy-op is occurring outside of the medical realm.  It is a mental virus being spread

in classrooms, promoting racism, injustice and unconscious compliance, all couched in terms that

indicate their opposites.  People so indoctrinated are now occupying key positions in government,

corporations and society, like an invading army slipping-in under cover of generational gradualism.

 That gradualism drifts from bedrock moral precepts through moral-relativism’s downward-wending

way.  To resist this psy-op, it must be seen for what it is, but the acuity needed to make those

determinations is under systematized assault.  

The net effect is a divide-and-conquer program.  Various wedges are being driven into societies,

families and friendships.  False enmities are created to blind many against their real, common foe.  We

can clearly see this wedging action applied across life’s spectrum; the most insidious is to de@ne a

man as simply a biological machine—something primarily material.  This has the effect of driving a

wedge between one’s physical existence and his/her own higher faculties of consciousness.  Such a

person is being set-up for the “bio-digital convergence" as a controllable, functional unit in a

technocratic vision.  That vision seeks to replace everything life-supporting with an inferior

technological surrogate.  We see this with food, health, environment and in all the realms of mind that

they seek to replace with programmed implants.  Instead of the miracle of sunlight, water, air, earth and

life’s spark alchemically combined into our various sustenances, they see lab-made substitutes.

 Instead of the struggle for transcendent Self-discovery, they see the download of transhumanist

operating systems.

That anyone can see through this attack is a sign of hope.  The powers that sustain us are beyond the

ken of technocratic tyrants.  If we rise to those levels, they cannot.  “Survival” literally means “to live

above”; that we must.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
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Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Leahoz

Darzoum..... this is being driven between family members, they know this, and it is intentional, that

is how they 'rule' 'you speak good knowledge,'  Thank you.. take Care who  your a aware!!

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

moineau

“Survival” literally means “to live above”; that we must. So beautiful, Darzoum. Thank you for that.

xoxoooxoox

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

stanleybecker

blog.collinsdictionary.com/language-lovers/a-brief-history-of-survival..

"survive (v.) mid-15c. (implied in surviving), "to outlive, continue in existence after the death of

another," originally in the legal (inheritance) sense, from Anglo-French survivre, Old French souvivre

(12c., Modern French survivre), from Latin supervivere "live beyond, live longer than," from super

"over, beyond" (see super-) + vivere "to live" (from PIE root *gwei- "to live"). Intransitive sense "to

live on" is from late 15c. Related: Survived; surviving. "

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Randyfast

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Leahoz/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/moineau/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/stanleybecker/default.aspx
https://blog.collinsdictionary.com/language-lovers/a-brief-history-of-survival/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Randyfast/default.aspx
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You possess great clarity, David. Covid is indeed, a total PsyOp! The fact that the majority of the

population fail to see the huge elephant in the room, can be quite discouraging. I've been calling

this insanity a HOAX from the beginning. It's good to see people coming around to my way of

thinking. ;)

I'm surprised that Dr. Mercola hasn't mentioned the international lawyers and others who are taking

this to the courts, in a global effort to reinstate our "Rights and Freedoms"; because, from where

I'm sitting, I see them disappearing - fast!

All I can see these days; all around me, is fear, paranoia and delusion! The globalists have done

their job well.

I am so tired of attempting to get the word out; and have it falling on deaf ears and it is truly

exhausting! I'm forwarding this article today, with a note that it will be the last one, to my usual

recipients. There is just too much stress involved, trying to get through to people who refuse to

listen. I've done my best - for years! I don't think that anyone can fault that. I know all too well,

what's coming and I really need to focus on my own health and well-being.

BTW: I couldn't access the video.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

juststeve

Yes, connect the dots & realize this is more than the various jabs & is involving the 1%'s system in

all areas from soup to nuts, emphasis on the Nuts.

The desperation on their part to bully, beg, bribe people, to include children after a year of stating

they are the least affected just to get numbers so they can claim Vaccine Victory. By the way, now

the big story is the variants attacking children, to back up that push.

Legacy Media is reporting healthcare workers in one facility laid off for refusing the jab. As the

article reports how much more is being suppressed? For anyone who has been around for any of

the major efforts for reform for much of anything that could prove positive for Life & our Birth

https://articles.mercola.com/members/juststeve/default.aspx
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Rights has seen story's like this buried for decades.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

MAR746294

When I tell people some of what I have learned from Dr. Mercola about the pandemic and vaccine

they bring up India and all the people dying there. I don't know what to answer to that. Why are so

many dying ? They blame Covid. Is that true?  I am not as smart as many who post here and seems

a simple question , but I do not know how to address it. I want to help people understand what is

going on.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

otis101

Very good Darzoum.  I would just say I like to differentiate between "divide and conquer" and

"divide to conquer".  Divide and conquer sounds like a done deal, saying we are conquered if

divided.  I try to say we are being divided in order to conquer but we are @ghting back in many

ways.  This Mercola forum is one.  What I am saying sounds like just dicing words but when you

give it thought, imho, it has strong meaning to say we are being divided in order to conquer but that

is not going to happen as long as we @ght back.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Cabochon

In answer to MAR on this thread:  Well for a start, you could in theory at least link the mortality rate

in India to the high vaccination rate. The rate in India peaked in October 2020 then declined at a

normal steady rate, as natural herd immunity took control, then rose steeply after vaccination.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/MAR746294/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/otis101/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Cabochon/default.aspx
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Check out each country featured in alphabetical order at: https://youtu.be/xSrc_s2Gqfw

Compare India with Cambodia which had zero deaths until mass vaccination. The May 27th

analysis by Mike Whitney on mercola.com gives plausible explanations which have since been

con@rmed by researchers such as Stephanie Seneff and Judy Mikovitz. Think spike protein, not

virus and you are half way there.

mercola.@leburst.com/PDF/ExpertInterviewTranscripts/DrMercola-Stephan..

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

tireguy

In response to MAR with regard to what is going on in India, one should go to thehighwire.com and

watch Episode 215.  In that episode, Jefferey Jaxen, subbing for Del Bigtree, discusses, at

approximate 45:00 minutes remaining mark, “Issues Post Vaccination” in many countries including

India, in which cases signi@cantly increased after start of the vaccination campaigns.  This is a

signal that is being totally ignored.  Jaxen also interviews an India insider describing the horrible

conditions in that country for the majority of the population living in slums made worse by their

government’s response to the declared pandemic.  Recently, the health agency in India has been

bip bopping on HCQ and ivermectin, bringing them in at the peak of the cases post vaccination

driving down the cases, but then removing the meds, which was celebrated by the criminal WHO.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

sio6474

So beautifully written.  I agree wholeheartedly, and understood the agenda from the outset, and I

think there are many others who do, just not enough yet.

Posted On 06/10/2021

https://youtu.be/xSrc_s2Gqfw
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maxxon

Darzoum, The wedges you speak of were used many times before most recently by a man named

Adolf. His NAZI movement made indoctrinated children "turn in"  their parents to the Nazi SS if they

spoke unbattering words about Nazism.  In the very same way strangers are turning in neighbors

for not wearing masks or daring to speak against a world wide drug experiment whose long term

effects are completely unknown.  Or are they?

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Krofter

Darzoum - Well said.  It reminds me of an aspect of the plandemic which few are talking about -

who stands to bene@t the most from the plandemic? We all know that the stock-in-trade of banks is

debt.  They create wars, not to sell arms, but to generate debt, so that the result is that they control

the end game.  This has been the case since the kings of Europe were @ghting with each other and

became indebted to those who loaned them the money to pursue their vainglorious wars.  In the

history of the world there has never been more debt created than by the plandemic.  'Nuff said.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Darzoum

Thanks Leahoz

Beauty is one of our Guides, dear Laura.

More details on “survival” from Stanley.  We can look to word histories for clues initiating our own

thinking; survival is generally thought of as physical, but there is mental, moral and spiritual

survival as well.  Actual survival must entail all of them.
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Randy, yes, the globalists have done their job well, but they couldn’t account for everything… this

isn’t over, or…

as juststeve points out, what’s with the “desperation on their part to bully, beg, bribe people” if their

position is so powerful?

MAR746294, the statistics & graphs Cabochon and tireguy cite are worth a view—should give you a

different interpretation than the mainstream spin.

otis101, thanks, I’m sold; “divide to conquer” it is.

sio6474, thanks, so glad you added that “yet” to the end of your post.

maxxon, I’m no expert, but I imagine deep study of these controlling ways would only reveal a few

basic go-to methods of these tyrants, wedges being one of them; we’re getting a real-time tutorial

these days.

Krofter, good point.  Along similar lines, I’m making my way through of video of David E. Martin

explaining the role of insurance companies in world events… quite revealing:

www.bitchute.com/.../z8ajiDZioqIx

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

dude01

MAR746294, if you're reading this, go to 1:51 (regarding India)  of the @rst link that Cabochon

suggested you take a look at.

Cabachon, that's a nice link. Thanks

Posted On 06/10/2021
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Almond

Darzoum and all...

We still have a long ways to go.  However, it is encouraging to see signs of cracking in the belief

system.  I have been hammering away with facts for a long time now. Even the people who

opposed "health foods" are starting to come around.  Yesterday, someone admitted they are taking

vitamin D for protection against covid.  So, it will be a long struggle.  

People need to hear the message repeatedly before they begin to question things.  That is

somewhat like the manner in which they were unthinkingly brain-washed--just thru repetition.  Only

this time around, I am also asking them to think, not just accept what they are told.  People will

often cling to belief systems even when there is evidence to the contrary.  What they gain is false

security by abdicating their individual responsibility to others.  They want to be relieved of the

stress of decision-making. They believe that if they do as they are told and do not rock the boat,

they will be included and taken care of.  It is too scary for those who lack con@dence to be

self-reliant and different.  As I have said previously, they would rather be dead than different.  Their

identity is wrapped up in being part of the herd.  So, they must be offered an alternative that

promises them something of greater value.  People change because they overcome their fears by

believing they have more to gain.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Glastian

Thank you Darzoum, but the one glaringly obvious omission is that the perpetrators will not be the

ones who are trans humanised?

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Darzoum
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Good points Almond.  Considering that that technocratic vision is soul-crushing and anti life, then

the real alternative to that “great reset” conformity is one’s very life and Self.  For those for whom

that is not enough incentive, there is no hope.

Glastian, unless your plans are to cooperate with this madness, then neither will we.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

balhawk

Precisely, Darzoum.

Glastian, in a certain sense the architects of this psy-op are already transhumanized.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

badboy2

Randyfast; not everyone is going to be of your accord. It is like a pebble in your shoe. Stop a

moment and take it out before it festers, and then continue on in peace. Keep up the good work.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Cabochon

Boris Johnson nails his colours to the mast. More than 200 former world leaders and foreign ministers

including two former UK prime ministers, Gordon Brown and Tony Blair, wrote to G7 leaders earlier this

week, urging them to agree to meet two-thirds of the £46.6bn cost of expanding vaccinations

throughout low-income countries. 

www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jun/10/from-russia-to-brexit-the-key-is..  
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“Vaccinating the world by the end of next year would be the single greatest feat in medical history. I’m

calling on my fellow G7 leaders to join us to end to this terrible pandemic and pledge we will never

allow the devastation wreaked by coronavirus to happen again.” (Boris Johnson)

Translation: Injecting the world’s population with an experimental death shot will be our single most

effective genocide attempt since the Holocaust, which now seems a bit amateurish in comparison. We

must use the fake plandemic to our advantage - never let a good crisis go to waste - now we can

depopulate most of the planet and the rest of the dross can be useful as slaves in our new world order.

Let’s “build back better” in this Fourth Industrial Revolution.  With good PR from our royal buddies,

Charlie and Harry, Mr Blair as our chumocracy champion and Oor Wullie’s dosh there is no limit to what

we one per centers can do as the controllers of the sheople. We  already passed our handy Coronavirus

Act in 2020 so no need for that interminably tedious old fashioned debating nonsense.  What’s the

point of a parliament if you can’t get your legal stuff through @rst time, just like our predecessor in

1933:  encyclopedia.ushmm.org/.../the-enabling-act

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

steve49car

It would be a killing spree like never before ... in fact we already know that the injection will kill

more than any virus ... its certainly not bringing health and I doubt those criminals have had it ...

placebo ..yes!

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

jamNjim

I think they are mostly trying to get rid of people that are over 65 and those with severe underlying

conditions. Those are the people they see as being the greatest burden to their new technocratic

society. If you look at VAERS' numbers, you'll notice right off the bat that most of those dying after

vaccination are over the age of 75. In many cases, they died the same day they got the jab! We are

https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/the-enabling-act
https://articles.mercola.com/members/steve49car/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/jamNjim/default.aspx
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at 5,100+ deaths and counting in the USA. You have to understand, eNciency is critical for a

technocratic (socialist/communist) medical system to function. The USA's medical system, by

design, is the most ineNcient system in the world! It is totally pro@t driven. So their is no incentive

to be eNcient. The longer they can drag something out the more pro@ts they make. Many countries

copy the USA's system to a lesser degree, but all of those copy-cats are pro@t driven. To be more

like China and have a government controlled medical system, we will have to cull all of those that

are a burden to the system. Everyone with underlying conditions, everyone requiring assisted living,

and everyone over 65 will be targeted. This is why I don't see doctors unless it's an emergency and

when they ask for insurance I tell them I don't have any. In the USA they still have to provide you

services as long as you are willing to pay for. I even pay cash for my biometric screenings. I @nd it

amazing when I go to Kroger's Little Clinic for my biometrics and they ask for insurance. I tell them

I don't have any. Their computer system won't allow them to enter me as a patient without all of my

insurance credentials, but by law they have to provide me services. After several phone calls to

higher ups they just give up and test me without entering it into the system. It's going to be more

critical going forward that everyone does this to make it more diNcult for them to target you.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Krofter

Historically, eugenics programs have targeted those who were considered by the elites to be lesser

humans - essentially anyone not of European descent.  Now that they've trialed the jabs on their

own kind in the US, Europe, Austrailia and NZ and found them to be effective and have gathered the

stats on the best ways to use them to reduce the population, the focus will be on everyone else in

'less developed' countries.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

panamadana

If Boris and his ilk claim that the vax will end the pandemic, how will they explain the return of the

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Krofter/default.aspx
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virus, or a new virus?

One or the other is already expected, and we already know they will try to blame a recurrence on

the unvaxed.  That won't work if a new virus arrives, and if the vaxed start dying off from the vax, as

they already are.  It looks like they will have quite a dilemma to deal with since they have painted

themselves into a corner.

Here is an excellent short biography on Herr Klaus, that is enlightening, but also disturbing.

unlimitedhangout.com/2021/02/investigative-reports/schwab-family-value..

There is also an excellent report on the Dark Winter scenario on that site too.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Cabochon

Indeed steve, there can be no other explanation for risking an experimental injection passed off as

a “vaccine” in order to maintain freedom from liability in case of adverse reactions for the

manufacturers.  When the risks from the remedy are worse than the disease it’s time to call a halt.

You are probably right in suspecting that the politicians and royals have not had the genuine

article.  In spite of all my researches and outrage at the plandemic fraud, a part of me still hopes I

am wrong and it’s all just a bad dream and we will soon wake up to @nd a normal sane, not perfect

but more or less benign world in place.  The reason for this is some of my nearest and dearest

have had the injection and one of them would like to add to her family so raising fertility issues

from an auto-immune reaction to the placenta, thus risking miscarriage.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Cabochon

I agree, JamNjim, the “useless eaters” were being dispensed with @rst.  Why the VAERS statistics

https://unlimitedhangout.com/2021/02/investigative-reports/schwab-family-values/
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go unreported on msm is in itself a crime against humanity. I do not aspire to copy the  U.S. health

 care system.  The NHS is far from perfect but Bojo has plans to illegally sell of parts of it by

stealth.  How can you sell what you do not own? The burden on any medical system is partly

created by poisonous processed food, state subsidies of big Ag crops aided and abetted by big

Pharma and their toxic chemicals which have wrought havoc with human metabolism - the root

cause of the chronic degenerative and cognitive health pandemics we are seeing today.  Instead of

creating a fake plandemic over a lab engineered virus no worse than the common bu and wasting

millions on dangerous injections, they could have subsidised a real food movement and

independent organic farming. But then that would not ful@l the globalist, eugenist aim to reduce

world population. Interested in your comment that you don’t go near medics except in an

emergency. I recently decided on exactly the same tactic and am thinking of having annual tests

done privately, so that I have as little contact with the NHS as possible. Increasingly I have found

their service perfunctory, condescending or unnecessarily intrusive and actually told my GP he was

behaving like the medical ma@a.  I have not yet had the courage to mention that he and the nurse

administering an injection would be held personally responsible for any adverse effects.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Cabochon

That makes sense from their distorted view of the human race, Krofter and the presumption that

they have been (self)-appointed by virtue of their wealth or power grab to decide who is worthy of

living. I am no biblical scholar but some teachings ring true - no less so in the modern world.  I am

thinking of the saying “it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle, than for a rich man

to get into heaven.” To that I would add a powerful man. Power corrupts, so they say, and absolute

power corrupts absolutely. No-one has the right to sit in judgement on their fellow men unless of

course a crime has been committed. I must admit if there is a convenient tree  outside

Wastemonster, it would be tempting ……A far worse punishment for the perpetrators would be

appropriation of their assets and a long prison sentence, though it wouldn't be much fun for the

other inmates.

We are revisiting our old friend “cognitive dissonance” here, panamadana. There were quite a few

articles and comments devoted to that theme at the beginning of the plandemic.  It’s the art of

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Cabochon/default.aspx
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getting people to believe two opposites simultaneously - a technique perfected by fascist and

totalitarian ideology presumably to confuse and disorientate the sheople but which only serves to

underline the fact that the whole narrative is a massive fraud from start to @nish. As you mum

probably warned you when you were little, once you start telling lies, you need another to cover up

the @rst one.   My favourite one is about testing healthy, asymptomatic people. Logic demands I

should be tested for all other infectious diseases, not just COVID-19. But if I ask my doctor to test

me for TB or inbuenza, the @rst thing he will ask is about my symptoms. When I admit I don’t have

any, he will start to question my mental health!

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Cabochon

Thanks for the link to the Schwab bio and his “once a Nazi, always a Nazi” ideology. Do you know

any reformed ones?  Thought not.  I had no idea his company was involved in South African

apartheid regime’s nuclear weapons.  Shocked  to discover a Scotsman founded the Club of Rome.

 “The real enemy is humanity itself” sums up the globalist approach to over-population. I have a

solution - let’s get rid of the globalists - or invite them to set a good example by volunteering to self

destruct. The most pertinent question the author poses: Is Schwab trying to create the Fourth

Industrial Revolution or the Fourth Reich?  Amazon reviews of his scribblings are brutally honest:

“Evil:  This has all been in the planning for a long time and Covid was deliberately used to force the

Reset. Boris Johnson’s recent speech (Oct 2020) even uses the phrase ‘cheek by jowl’ like written

in this manifesto. Let’s face it that’s not an often used expression. Our PM is a globalist like the lot

of them and like all revolutions they don’t care if some die or become poor along the way: the end

is worth the means. They plan a world were we stay primarily at home (as states in this book) and

as you can see the deliberate destruction of the hospitality industry is one way of achieving this.

Damn the Rothschilds, Soros types, Freemasons and sell out politicians/MSM to the lowest circle

of hell.”.

“The "Great Reset" may be quite different to what these patronizing authors' think. Highly

patronizing book telling us what to expect from now on as United Nations "Agenda 21" is rolled out

throughout the world to enslave us all and to rid Nations of their identity (in Scotland we are not

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Cabochon/default.aspx
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permitted to play bagpipes)!!! …..Practically every world leader uses the same language and is

selling out their own people to Big Pharma and Tech companies. This month's jargon is "Build Back

Better"…... The "Great reset" will rid the world of Masonic evil and politicians who are terrorising

their own people.”

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

designer56

jamNjim thinks that they are targeting the elderly. But, doctors have been giving our babies and

children a long schedule of vaccines for decades, starting on the day they are born. They give the

Hep B vaccine to a  newborn. WHY? For money, not out of health concerns. The target consumer

for the Hep B didn't buy the vax, so now doctors are palming it off onto the trusting parents of

newborns.

And now we are hearing of reproductive issues of men and women who took the Covid  jab,

excessive bleeding of fertile women, etc. That should be a big red bag. So, no, I think every age,

race, gender is at risk in this Covid issue. I think they want to trim down the population any way

they can. And since it is random, they don't seem to care about the loss value in our workforce that

will occur from this haphazard death lottery. You would think that they would target poor,

uneducated countries @rst, but they haven't.

Posted On 06/11/2021

 

HealthNutNews

Sadly I think it might take decades for the majority to wake up because right now they are bending over

for Pharma, rolling up their sleeves and eating it all hook line and sinker. At least the majority. The

minority is awake and many of them are here on this page. - Erin Elizabeth

Posted On 06/10/2021
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craigamunson1

the sad truth  is ALL biological based diseases including bioweaponized ones are easily Cured with

low voltage electrcal exposure.. this simple fact negates the need for EXPENSIVE PATENTED

CHEMICAL MEANS>. if indeed and infact you can cure any biological disease with the use of  a

simple easily found 12 volt source then why oh why do we need a stupid pathetic. very expensive,

mostly criminal health care system? ? ? learned about this reading a put down newspaper article of

central americans curing the common cold by going to the nearest car battery and touching it.

 WHAT IF THAT WERE TRUE ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? Read about JESUS CHRIST who layed hands on the sick.

 JAMES ROGERS NEWTON. ROYAL RAYMOND RIFE.   HEALING USING ELECTRICITY.  HILDA

CLARK.   i could go on and on but you get the point. even HOMEOPATHY is not a chemical based

system, but is rather a non toxic molecule ( water )  vibrating as a toxic molecule to fool the body to

think massive attack instead of local one and producing a MASSIVE response to counterattack

with OVERWHELMING force. Why do you think only MDs with prescription authority  who wiil

NEVER prescribe very high delution homeopathic medicines?                CONTROL THE NARRATIVE

AND YOU CONTROL THE PEOPLE. FREE THE NARRATIVE AND YOU FREE THE PEOPLE.  munson's

law

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Randyfast

Unfortunately; we don't have "decades"! The biosphere is collapsing - fast, due to, for the most part,

the geoengineering that's been going on globally, for many decades. There is also industry, that is

polluting the planet with their toxic chemicals, with total disregard for the integrity of the planet, or

humanity. It's all about GREED!

Posted On 06/10/2021
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Lakhana13

"Fear is a motivator; Fear of DEATH is the Great Manipulator." ~ me

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

sio6474

It is not just the mRNA toxin, Pharma is rolling out a new alzheimer's drug deemed ineffective by

scientists on the review board.  Several of them have resigned in disgust!

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Krofter

Erin - On the surface that does seem to be the case.  But I'm also seeing a signi@cant wake-up

happening... even among some who've gotten the jabs.  The recent news of Fuaci's lies and the lab

leak story seems to jostling people into considering that everything they've been told for the past

15 months is questionable.  I believe we'll be seeing more bits of news about the dubious nature of

the plandemic coming out in the near future.  As that happens, the house of cards will begin to

collapse.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

maxxon

Dear HealthNut,

You can fool some of the people all of the time, and all of the people some of the time, but you can

not fool all of the people all of the time.
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I am happy to admit that I was never fooled from the very beginning. I am not a doctor, lawyer,

academic  or other professional that always seems to be in the news bloviating about their

expertise. My reason for being suspicious of the entire Covid Hoax, and I am not afraid to call it a

Hoax,  is something I have had all my life that has protected me physically and socially.  It is called

by many labels, intuition, gut feeling, sixth sense. No matter what it is called it told me immediately

when I saw and heard Tony Fauci, this guy is evil, this guy is a fraud and his game is a Hoax

perpetrated by politics and those who deem to control politics with their massive fortunes. No

longer content to have more money that they and their entire families can ever spend in their

lifetimes, they now lust for physical control and dominance over every aspect of every life on the

globe. And thankfully, within the past week or so the hoax and the agenda is starting to crumble. A

mere month ago Tony Fauci was still a  media darling and best bud of the democRAT communist

party.  Today we the people are calling for his "head".  I believe this is the beginning of the end for

Fauci & Friends.  And I would gladly volunteer my services to help "take out the trash".  The only

question I have is where do we have enough room to put it ?  Maybe Leavenworth ??

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Watsonandco

Erin Elizabeth, as you rightly say many of those who are actually using their brains are on this site.

And there is the snag. Those who want to be the masters of the world know that and will make

every effort to turn it and, if need be, the Internet off. We must @nd other means to keep in touch.

Via as many intelligent sites as possible so that we keep the knowledge alive. It can all go, in an

instant, with the bick of a switch.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

balhawk

I expect the very bait the hoodwinked have swallowed in combination with rising awareness will

make us a majority, if the bait is indeed as deadly as seems to be the case.  And awareness tends
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to go in one direction, toward truth.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

designer56

Yes, I agree with HealthNut, and it is especially heartbreaking to see people continue to take Big P's

chemo/radiation route for cancer. My cousin just told me she would be getting "full brain radiation"

so that she can increase the "quality of life" time that she has left. And she was a nutritionist by

profession, which boggles my mind. I think some of the hardest people to convince are those in

mainstream professions like that. They just do what the doctor tells them, without question,

because the doctor has a big certi@cate on his oNce wall that makes him "right" all of the time in

his decision making. If I were to suggest that she buy a juicer and use it all day long, would she

listen to her cousin, who is just an artist? Doubtful!  So, all I can do is respect the decision she is

making regarding her body, and pray for her.

Posted On 06/11/2021

 

aterrimus

Since the so called vaccine does not preventing any disease and just, supposedly, makes symptoms of

this fake virus less severe, they are basically creating a world full of asymptomatic spreaders. Wonder

what they will come up with after they 'uncover' that.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

panamadana

Yes, I am wondering how they will try to explain a return of the virus.  No doubt, it will be a new

virus, which will require a new vax.
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Also, several reports are showing that the vaxed will suffer much worse illness if they get the virus,

than the unvaxed.

They will try to blame any return of the virus on the unvaxed, but that won't work if it is a new virus,

or if the vaxed continue dying off.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

balhawk

Here's the thing: given that they've promised the jabs would give better immunity to other strains

than getting the disease - which is total crock - none of their excuses will wash.  People who got

jabbed and get real sick will realize they've been sold a bill of goods.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

stanleybecker

on March 20 2020 I rejected the Drosten/ Ferguson Snake funded and engineered Lockdown - I posted

that the mortality @gures were false and this was a power grab and wealth con@scation SCAM  - I

stated that this was an attempted Coup and the sure path to ECONOMIC SUICIDE - now 15 months

later the pressure to tear away the Propaganda and outright LIES has revealed what I asserted then to

now be proven true - but the Snake and Dr Falsie have not yet been exposed as FRAUDS and CROOKS -

but it is getting closer to this realization although the push for the Death Shot continues apace - what

does the Future hold for us?? - with over a 100 million US citizens agreeing to the SUICIDAL act of

synthetic RNA transcription the casualty rate predicted to be reached in the next two years will dwarf

the 17 thousand deaths that the USA and the EU have collected as their mortality stats post

vaccination - but Pharma wants YOUR blood money -

so the push for more vaccinations continues with "variants" and pro@table "boosters" all part and

parcel of the FAKE VACCINOLOGICAL SCIENCE that makes utterly FALSE claims for "herd immunity"
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and "immune memory" {they FALSELY claim that the human organism has NO immune memory} - then

there is the research done by Drs Thomas and Lyon Weiller that proved beyond a doubt that

UNVACCINATED children were HEALTHIER that vaccinated children - so the whole VACCINATION

SCAM is pushed by Pharma Bucks so that the human species will become weaker and more prone to

disease - this is the Pharma model - "plenty of disease and NO CURE" - this is how these privately

owned for pro@t entities propose to beece human beings for their wealth and life - this DISGUSTING

state of affairs is the one that is prevalent now - don't get SUCKERED by these CRIMINALS {all of them

repat felons} - @ght the power with outraged indignignation - there is NO CHOICE

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

skupe59

If our legal system was legit and not corrupt, they would have prosecuted Dr. Falsie in 1986 for life

for allowing at least 17,000 AIDS patients to die. I guess to them, AIDS patients didn't matter.

 Actually the meds are worse than the disease.  That sounds familiar.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

stanleybecker

skupe - the term "matters" is not in their vocabulary

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

juststeve

Hard to be more spot on. Yet, another layer to the Fear Machine is the simple fact Big Pharma has

very little real medicine. Not only that but the lack of the States ability to provide its own basic

needs fed a notion this is all one bigger monster as opposed to regular seasonal illnesses regular
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people learned the basics of preventing spread ages ago. The 1% power machine revealed way

more than they would have liked as when one couldn't buy toilet paper, a Hamburg, & so on, reveals

how little the majority of humanity even crosses their minds in any way bene@cial to anyone but to

the machine.

As always, follow the money. Who got the biggest buckets from get go? Banks, monster monopoly

corporations who believe they stand outside of any nation & above very Foundations of Life. They

have not only killed people, but even more of the fabric & bonds of society to consolidate to pick

winners and losers out of the carnage.

Their fear machine exposes Foxey Falsie & the status quo as another machine who actively short

circuit, bypass the innate immune system with the disruption to sell potions and  elixir's causing

more of the same to sell more of the same. Falsie with his background in HIV must be a Grand

Wizard Master understanding how to disrupt our health on a sliding scale, from mild to death.

Time to take stock on our own resources and ability's and who may share healthy values to literally

create from the Ground up the Health in our body's, family's, societies that is our birthright.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

stanleybecker

hi steve - the old moral dilemma of what is "right" and what is "wrong" has correlations with the

realm of the spiritual - of interest is the understanding that Godliness is always rejected by those

that reject moral obligations for personal predatory gain - Godless people make Godless decisions

- and inbict their moral de@ciencies on victims that encompass the vast majority of human society

- these anti social DEMONS are like the Snake groomed through childhood to demand and take -

"gimme, gimme, gimme" - I can just see Snake junior throwing one of his childhood tantrums - if

Snake Senior instead of @lling his brain with "murdering innocent humans" had told Snakey to

"serve Mankind with kindness and gratitude" this whole eugenics @asco would not have happened

Posted On 06/10/2021
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Randyfast

Stan; those evil criminals know Human Nature very well. Guess what...so do we!

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

juststeve

Stan, agreed.

Randy, live by the sword, die by the sword. Their own chicanery will be their undoing. How's the

shoulder?

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

sio6474

All true!

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Vladimira

“  if Snake Senior instead of @lling his brain with "murdering innocent humans" had told Snakey to

"serve Mankind with kindness and gratitude" this whole eugenics @asco would not have happened”

I absolutely disagree. Most of the adult “victims” are very far from innocent.
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Posted On 06/10/2021

 

balhawk

Right, Stan.  We must continue to @ght the power, and expose the science.  As I heard in a seminar

about vaccine chice rights, the science has to be put on trial - because the evidence says it's a

bat-out FRAUD.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Retsbew

Thanks so much, Dr. Mercola for this @lm and your article.  I didn't realize how alone I feel sometimes

until I watched the @lm!  Quickly I saw Whitby, Sudbury and lots of Canadians and I am so touched to

know there are others out there who feel like I do.  I might be the kind of person who could turn a jury

around, but it's really great to know we're not alone in this @ght.

I've emailed the court in Nuremberg to verify the date when Dr. Reiner Fuellmich will go to trial there.

 Some creative writers are saying July 3 or 4, 2021, but they don't offer any information to back that up.

 As soon as I have some information from the court I'll let everyone know.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

clanharwood

Retsbew: You are not alone. I am Canadian too in the hardest lockdown province under Dictator

Ford who only listens to those that are for lockdowns and vaccinations out of this mess.

All: As I watch the brainwashed all around me clamour for the shot and they ask everyone “did you

get yours”?....  a question that before Covid would be too personal and disallowed to be asked—
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I watch with earnest any sign of the clouds parting and the sun to prevail in our dim witted

government circus to no avail. It seems in some states that the USA is waking up more than the

Canadians. I muse about how to move to an unbrainwashed state and drag my adult kids with

me....?

At least I know you’re out there too Retsbew :)

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Randyfast

I search for updates. They're not easy to @nd.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

MoMac46

Thanks Retsbew, would be good to know something is happening in the courts.

Here in Scotland it's easy to feel you are the only one thinking this absurd covid/gene therapy

@asco with lies from media and politicians must come to a halt, when you see others obeying in

every possible way. I feel like an alien in my own country.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

MyTVC15

Canadian here too! Under Ford also, unfortunately. But I think it's important to remember that Ford

et al are just talking heads that do what they're told; they don't really have any "power" per se.

Someone recently posted a video clip of Ontario's health oNcials admitting this off-camera. But
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that's a whole other conversation! Lol

About Nuremburg 2.0, this site says it's happening in a few weeks, on July 4th:

nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-0  

I've been trying to @nd out where it's happening, but no go so far. Maybe it will be based in

Germany? Apparently, trials will be happening via Zoom. Have a hunch that perhaps they aren't

disclosing the base location for the purposes of anonymity...if no one knows where they are, no

one can stop them.

In the meantime, https://www.peoplesrights.org/  is a great site to get yourselves educated on

making further plans if necessary. Ontario has a shockingly low number of members right now, but

they do have downloadable business card sheets that can be passed along in whatever way you

might deem appropriate :)

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

angelenaorreygmail.com

Retsbew....I am also Canadian living in ON where Doug Ford and his cronies have managed , so far,

to inbict a monstrous amount of damage. I too feel so alone , knowing only one other person who

totally knows the truth and two who believes some of it. Very isolating indeed.

I try to visualize a kind , healthy world where the people who have manufactured this atrocity are

not allowed to live. It helps in the moment.

We have to stay strong .

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Krofter

Retsbew - I'm backing away from my previous favorable comments about Florida Governor
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DeSantis.  He is now pushing to criminalize protesting and has endorsed censoring the twitter

account of a woman he doesn't like.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Watsonandco

Retsbew, good move! Do keep us all informed. And, if it helps, I have lost every single friend I had

through this scam. And there are divisions within my own family who absolutely refuse to listen to

the science, preferring to get their information from that truly awful organisation the BBC. But, as I

wrote to a like minded person yesterday, I woke up, took a deep breath, slapped a smile on my face

and said to myself, "Right, go get those b******s!"

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Glastian

Retsbew, you are, like us, in an apparent minority. Our voices are subdued by the MSM, but

hopefully our numbers are growing. Mo Mo Mac, have you heard of “Stand in the Park”? This is a

movement where we can meet up with like-minded souls on a Sunday morning at 10:00 a.m.

Details can be found on Facebook (or is it Twitter?). Worth checking out.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Cabochon

MoMac, what about this one : informscotland.uk/whistleblowing

Posted On 06/10/2021
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PaulCardin

Talking about tyranny and media suppression, there's a link here to 42 × different pre-hysteria,

peer-reviewed, scienti@c mask studies, all of which @nd to varying degrees that paper / cloth masks do

not block microscopic viruses of 80 to 120 nanometers in size. So it's useful stuff that you can forward

to the large number of uninitiated people who are too busy or too scared to educate themselves and

@ght back. The Google browser is unlikely to @nd these studies either since the world's largest peddler

of misinformation interfered with it. Cheers!

wirralinittogether.blog/2021/02/14/we-found-an-article-in-wired-dated-..

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Randyfast

It amazes me that people even need a "study" to tell them, what I believe, should be obvious. None

of those masks are capable of blocking a viral "nano" particle; and then there's the fact that many

of those masks have gaping holes on both sides (I can actually see people's mouths from the side)

- utter insanity! Thanks for the link, anyway. I have told people of the uselessness of the masks and

that there are studies proving it. Showing them the studies may help; but, in my experience, most

people won't even look at those studies; because, of course "The science is 'settled'!

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

sio6474

Thanks for posting the link.  I have been immediately shut down, or ignored when I have tried to

impart this information.  I conclude most people do not wish to resist, it is easier in the short run to

go along to get along.  It is easier to think of the short term and hope for the best.  And, if things go

wrong someone else can work to @x it.  Look around, most people are devoid of righteous

indignation that energizes pushback!
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Posted On 06/10/2021

 

jamNjim

Paul, I like this link concerning disinfectants. It states that school age children exposed to bleach

and other disinfectants   saw a dramatic increase in inbuenza cases over those not exposed to

these chemicals: pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/25838260  

The theory is that these products irritate the lining of the lungs which then increases your chance

of getting infected.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Watsonandco

PaulCardin, unfortunately I tried for a solid year to get people to look at the science and with one

single exception, a man in France, no one wanted to know. Literally did not want to know. They, all

of them, prefer the television news and any challenge of that is met with an outpouring along the

lines of my stupidity and ignorance. No PC, they cannot be educated. They are doomed.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

ChrisColes

People world wide are waking up to the truth; no one can hide from the truth forever. We owe our lives

to a very few individuals who stood up, regardless of the dangers, and told us the truth . . . have kept

telling us the truth. In time, historians will look back and call this era we are now leaving; The Age of

Corruption. Today, we enter the new age of honesty, truthfulness, ethics; where brave individuals are

our leaders; where children will grow up appreciating the bravery of their elders.
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Posted On 06/10/2021

 

BeatriceW

I think you live not too far from me near The New Forest.  Why not join A Stand in a Park where you

can meet and exchange views with more people like us. astandinthepark.org/.../england

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Retsbew

Hi Chris, yes, people like Mike Yeadon and so many others, truly brave and willing to stand for what

they believe.  I could seriously do Penny for the Guy with Ferguson for Guy Fawkes' Day.  Thanks

for your great posts that are always informative.  I have family over there, all on the vaccine

bandwagon.  One very dear man has developed prostate cancer and they don't see the connection

and asked to be taken off my mailing list.

I'm sure you know this, Chris, but even in Canada lots of people don't know who Guy Fawkes is, or

was, so just for someone who's not familiar with Guy...  He tried to blow up the Houses of

Parliament.  In England on November 5th Guy Fawkes is always celebrated.  You ask your Mum for

a pair of your Dad's old pyjamas and you stuff them with dry leaves and grass and you make a head

with a mask for a face.  I always liked to have a hat on his head too.  Some children who were older

were allowed to take their guy to the local shops and people would stop by and admire the guy and

@ll their tin can with pennies, sixpences and shillings if you were really lucky - you were going to

buy @reworks with the money.  Then on the @fth you get a big bon@re going and Guy Fawkes sits on

top of it to make a really good blaze.  Usually you have the @reworks before the bon@re.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

ChrisColes
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BeatriceW I am located in East Hampshire, and have no car, so getting to the likes of Barton on Sea

by 10am on a Sunday is, to say the least . . . moot. Might be able to make it to The Common Soton.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

BeatriceW

I'm going to Bolton's Bench at Lyndhurst on Sunday at 10am followed by a picnic.  I would be happy

to pick you up if you don't mind travelling in an uncomfortable Smart car - and return you home of

course.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

ChrisColes

BeatriceW Well, in truth, I would be mad not to accept your kind offer, so yes indeed. and thank you.

See you Sunday?

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Watsonandco

Chris, noble words but that is going to take time and that is something we are fast running out of.

Unless we can meaningfully interrupt their timetable they will have the world forcibly injected and

that will be that. Game over. We don't need to know any more about who is responsible, we need a

practical plan of action to stop them. Any ideas?

Posted On 06/10/2021
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balhawk

There has always been corruption, but one can argue it has never been as pervasive, nor as

effectively concealed under a philanthropic guise.  The very tools that were believed to bring

greater openness have been more effectively used for propaganda, thereby fooling billions.  But

the truth is outing, and increasing multitudes of people are beginning to get hip to the scam.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

ChrisColes

BeatriceW Having given this some thought have decided not to take up your kind offer for Sunday.

Too many coincidences.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

To remove a noxious weed, one must destroy the root, the seeds and correct cultural conditions that

favor it....The human weed is "death consciousness" ...it lives in the "ego"..it was cultivated by slave

masters through history.. it began with bloody displays of physical domination and then added cultural

integration through devious religions...was seeded via evangelism and peer pressure.. creating a "soil"

where where no opposition existed.. Death consciousness is unlike immediate fear common to

animals in that it is permanently injected into the invisible ego and makes control possible, replaces

love with sel@shness/greed and allows murderous crimes against others..It stibes joy, happiness and

refuses higher states of divine consciousness and human potential...It is behind every sales pitch and

propagandists' agenda...It blocks-out freedom, creative imagination and the very light in Plato's

cave...All to feed the greedy egos of those who attain power. It is an intentional construct, not "The

human condition!"
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The @rst rule of a solution to any problem is to identify the root cause....Any doctor or mechanic or

anyone else who does not pinpoint a cause or identi@es a secondary cause will fail..They can hide their

mistakes or bury them but the truth remains. Pharma-heads have perfected the art of deception...Our

institutions and media supported it and now fake science has eclipsed fake religions, and as this

paradigm cracks we will likely return to bloody physical domination or utter chaos. History covered in

weeds repeating.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

harvelicious

forbiddenhealing - absolutely! Deep within the human subconscious is the bloodlust to kill, that is

accessed through rhetoric, propaganda, delusion, self-aggrandizement, deception, lies, various

modalities of intervention (such as drugs, vaccines, GMO's & psychological exploitation) &

fearmongering, et al, for which, manifest today in numerous behaviors as the world is witnessing

currently with this "plandemic" fraud. The most common manifestation of this dark & destructive

aÄiction is the pervasive expression of the desire of "being right". The satanic malignant

messianic megalomaniacs in most positions of inbuence & power today are convinced that they

are "right", "superior" & "justi@ed" in all of their nefarious & insidious agendas such as this

"plandemic", "climate change", "experts", "equality", "diversity", "cultural appropriation", "victimhood",

"white man bad", "CO2 bad", "masculinity bad", "two genders bad", "families bad", "freedom bad",

"truth is what 'I' say it is", "racism", "no one left behind", "government intervention", "BLM", "ANTIFA",

"social justice", "feed the world", "save the whales", etc., etc. The fear porn never ends.....until

people @nd their personal sovereignty & self respect.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

rrealrose

Hi Forbidden,
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Lions, tigers and bears, oh my! More diNcult @nd a good history outside the de@ning refrain of 16

vacns in 72 doses until age 18. This 69 Billion per year religion has a horrible track record, a target

10% of the population are slow detoxers; yet everyone is subject to one-size-@ts all mentality. By

applying political spin to SIDS, ADD, AHAD, and Autism, summarily labeled then swept under the

carpet. Adding to that, many kids are being primed for diabetes later in life. Not only death but also

careless maiming that rips apart the fabric of society and burdens families living with these events

with intense pressure. Somehow this opaque curtain remains intact?

Now the "one-sizers" are offering another subset choices of massive headaches, blood clots,

tremors, miscarriages, potential sterility and heart attacks, in 20 and 30 year olds (and older)! Lives

ruined, families destroyed. With NNT's up above 80, doubtful "promised protection" is anything

more than illusion. Weeds? Weeds are being promoted everywhere!

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Watsonandco

Forbidden, you have highlighted the problem... "Pharma-heads have perfected the art of

deception...Our institutions and media supported it." We all know the problem what we do not have

is any weed killer to hand! We have no means to stop this. That is what we MUST focus on as a

matter of urgency.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

Harve...There are many tricks to keeping folks ego-locked... Appearance envy, lust for luxury

cars/homes, subtle fears of far off events and foreign countries, mixed with tribal hatred..all

repeated endlessly by media network marketing types....And now cancel culture/wokeism and "If

you see something; say something" or simply spy on and rat-out thy neighbor...to bring peer

pressure to bear...This is straight out of Mao's Cultural Revolution....all in store for those who bunk
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history.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Raythe4th

The doctors channel has been free to listen to on Sirius radio for the past year and a half so they can

brainwash even more people with their Vaccine Propaganda. I was listening to the NYCDocs as they

call themselves, taking phone calls from citizens who had concerns about the vaccines. The amount of

fraud and lies oozing from these people’s lips absolutely sickened me. Talk about disinformation...and

also the fact that stupid Americans actually call in to these shows and trust the advice they are

receiving. !

We truly live in an Age of Deceit. I heard one of these radio doctors tell a caller to “Trust the World

Health Organization (WHO) and the Center for Disease Control (CDC). I had mixed emotions hearing

this...Rage Against the Machine.... I Hate fraud and deception, and these wicked and deceived doctors

deserve to be punished for their role in convincing the masses to commit genocide. However, I simply

cannot understand how people cannot see through the obvious propaganda and deceit.

" # $ %

No wonder the elite want to slaughter us all. They perceive us as either stupid or disobedient.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

19j2362

As always Dr M, you have given an excellent presentation of the facts surrounding this whole

"scamdemic" It mattered not to those pushing the scam how people actually died, their death was still

"counted" as a COVID death. The WHO are all scammers!
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Posted On 06/10/2021

 

GabriellaK

I would like people to know that in Israel all public places have been open to non-vaccinated people for

several weeks and the requirement to wear a mask in indoor public places is being removed on June

15th.  I do believe this has all been engineered to look good, but this gradual opening is also part of the

plan, as if to authenticate the pandemic (plandemic).  It's all eyewash and hogwash.  Clearly they have

reduced the number of cycles on the PCR test which naturally reduces the number of so-called infected

people.  Meanwhile, I know three men who did succumb to the pressure to be jabbed who are now

suffering from chronic headache and a variety of infections and, they say, the most severe form of bu

they have ever had.  In a doctor's waiting room I overheard two women talk about having had

miscarriages a week after being jabbed.  More and more people seem to be waking up, a bit late

unfortunately.  People here succumbed to the pressure to be jabbed, I think, due to a heightened sense

of danger and fear of death, as so many deaths in this country are very violent due to the political

situation.  After so many years of living with wars they are traumatised.  Usually the health services in

Israel are @rst rate which I believe gives people too much faith in what they have to offer.  And, besides,

of course, Mr. Netanyahu is extremely corrupt and only considers his own needs when making

decisions that affect all the population.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

stanleybecker

whether Dr Mengele Netanyahu is CORRUPT {like all the Planet's politicians} still does not explain

why post Holocaust Jews joined the queue for the Death Shot - Jews claim to value INTELLIGENCE

- but this complacency and knee jerk compliance shows the Israeli population to be world leaders

in the Zombie Cultural evolution - have the Jews lost touch with God that they believe what Snake

Gates dictates to them - what an apostasy

Posted On 06/10/2021
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Raythe4th

Thanks for the info. People need to hear this.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

sio6474

I hear the same kind of stories here.  A friend's wife is still suffering after the @rst dose, another's

sister miscarried the day following the injection.  A cousin told me how sick his mother became

after the injection, but the family were keeping it quiet.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

I know a young couple who made aliyah shortly after Netanyahu made his deal w/ the Pope & they

ramped up the so-called non-proselytization laws & began booting Gentile evangelicals who'd been

there for years.  He was the son of a rabbi converted to born again follower of the Lord Jesus

Christ by Isaiah & the Prophets compared w/ the ful@llments in the New Testament, & w/ a love for

his people big& true enough to take it on the chin (& perhaps the neck) for them as James

Boanerges, & Saul become Paul tangling with those of the Circumcision...am I become your enemy

because I tell you the truth? Galatians KJB, & 4:16 in particular.  The stage is being set for the @rst

Gog-Magog war of Ezekiel 38-39 removing some 'hindrances' to that @nal counterfeit saviour &

global united system; & beyond that for that terrible time of Jacob's trouble (Jeremiah 30) &

Daniel's 70th week (Daniel 9-12; Revelation 6-20).  She sharing his love& courage, a true daughter

of Israel.  

I don't expect them to enter into that terrible time given being of the @rstfruits& caught up, but who
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knows what persecutions or sufferings might transpire in the meantime?  I pray for them, & for all

Israel to be saved, for the peace of Jerusalem in hope & w/ good will as the Father's proclaimed in

the word & by the angels at the incarnation,  sending & lowering himself...the holy, holy, holy;

Elohim, Jehovah...the mystery of the Godhead reality that man w/ body, soul & spirit created in his

image & reconciling the shema of Deuteronomy 6 & 1 John 5, John 8 beyond men's ability to fully

comprehend, yet written, evidenced & sure.  He sent him even knowing the rejection & cruci@xion

that he would face, the postponement of the kingdom, the terrible price...yet would not cast his

people off utterly, setting his word even above his name. Psalm 138.  Therefore we may all trust in

the evidenced words & promises of the Faithful & True. May the Lord bless you & cause his face to

shine upon you, your hiding place.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

versatile

Excellent! I'm glad that you keep working to bring us all forward and together. Our governments are

working hard to keep us apart, especially anyone who knows anything. I would add one item to the list

of "Every part of this narrative is false and unrealistic. In reality:"

In reality, we know how to cure COVID-19. We have known from the start and gotten better and better

with the passage of time. However, as the number of RECOVERED passes 150 million the oNcial

records do not recognize a single CURED. How is that possible? Every case of CURED is a single case,

a story, an anecdote. The oNcial statistics are statistical, not anecdotal, so every CURED can be

ignored statistically. The vaccines are also supported by statistics, while every case of vaccine damage

or death is anecdotal. The government and corporate bureaucracies decide what and who counts, and

what and who doesn't. We're counting on you Mercola and your team to keep counting for us.

To your health, Tracy, Author: The Science of Cure

Posted On 06/10/2021
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jamNjim

You can't be cured if you were never sick in the @rst place. Most of these cases were PCR false

positives. Many people were sent to get tested due to contact tracing. If their employer is like mine,

they test everyone that has come in close contact. About 20% of those tested come back positive.

Because they never have symptoms they keep getting retested. Each positive test a person gets

counts as a "case". We had one supervisor test positive 4 times in a row! She missed 3 weeks of

work and she never had any symptoms. Our company policy (interim)  states you can't come back

to work until you test negative.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

versatile

Yes, jamNjim: you are right, no one can be cured of a disease that is not present. However, we

should check the accepted distinctions between illness, disease, and sickness, which are

unfortunately not followed for COVID.

"Illness" is what the patient senses, which might not be curable medically - unless it is a

"Disease" - what is diagnosed by a doctor. Unfortunately, most diagnosable diseases are

considered incurable - even those like the common cold and the common COVID, which are both

cureD by health.

"Sickness" is the community view. However, there are many communities, ranging from families to

corporations to state, national, and international government communities. Each of them can have

independent views of illness and of cures. The bureaucratic communities have decided that a

positive test indicates a sickness - but they call it a disease, even in the absence of a medical

diagnosis, for marketing purposes. The bureaucracies are forced to claim COVID is incurable - in

order to sell their "not cure$".

Posted On 06/10/2021
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Watsonandco

Versatile, here in Spain they are dragging out divisive measures by the dozen! Immigration, the

Moroccan invasion, communists, corruption, it goes on and on. About Covid? Silence except to

feed out totally unbelievable statistics that the lemmings swallow hook, line and sinker as they

march line abreast to the cliff's edge. I recommend everyone listen to Noam Chomsky on the 10

media manipulation strategies, on Youtube. www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

panyusg

Dr Mercola, it is time to organize a Class Action lawsuit to pursue justice on the fraudulent actions by

FDA, CDC, NIH, Fauci, Gates and others.  Lawyers should work pro-bono and take their share of any

compensations awarded by the Courts. Only the Courts can provide a neutral venue for all parties to

present facts and evidence.  Media, Government and corporations are exerting their censorship.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Hercster

Courts are not ours. Bought and paid for now like they have been for decades.

"Not all courts"

doesn't have to be all courts, just has to be the top dog. And that is how the globalist works. For

instance, ALL of the workers at the EPA say we should not drink buoride because it harms brains,

causes cancer, and has a lot of bad health effects.  While the EPA oNcially supports water

buoridation because the TOP DOG says so.

All forms of government work the same way, and all the money whores got to do is appoint and buy
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the top dog.

""The following documents why our union, formerly National Federation of Federal Employees

Local 2050 and since April 1998 Chapter 280 of the National Treasury Employees Union, took the

stand it did opposing buoridation of drinking water supplies......

Since then our opposition to drinking water buoridation has grown, based on the scienti@c

literature documenting the increasingly out-of-control exposures to buoride, the lack of bene@t to

dental health from ingestion of buoride and the hazards to human health from such ingestion.

These hazards include acute toxic hazard, such as to people with impaired kidney function, as well

as chronic toxic hazards of gene mutations, cancer, reproductive effects, neurotoxicity, bone

pathology and dental buorosis.""

buoridealert.org/.../epa-union

I have a license to practice law. I understand discretion. I understand inequality. I understand BIAS.

I understand science. The top court will do the globalist bidding, as has every court in the last 20

years done so.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

steve49car

Not all courts ... some don't pander to the niceties .... just ask Hillary Clinton ... oh wait a minute ...

you can't ,executed April 26th at 9.05 pm! her greatest crime was not of course what you would

expect though the obvious ones were heard ...no she was charged with mass kidnapping and child

traNcking in vast numbers ... a ongoing crime that has yet to be fully reported ... remember the

holding of the Ever Given in Suez .... ???

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

rrealrose
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Yes, y'all will want to watch/listen to the recording of last Saturday's Event 2021 in Dallas, TX, live

event posted up by the HIghwire. Dr Robert Fleming is calling for signatures for his letters to the

POTUS, Congress (house and senate leaders). Dr Fleming's call out is near the end of the 4 hr

extravaganza, so be prepared w beverage(s), take breaks and @nd extra time somewhere to watch

the entirety...

Quite a few judges, including those in the SCOTUS came from ranks of corporate attorneys.

DiNcult row to hoe if you think many of these people are open to even listening without pre-formed

corporate opinions.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

tireguy

Such lawsuits claiming fraud concerning the pandemic and emergency declarations have been

@led against the Federal DHHS, which includes the CDC and FDA, by the group Make Americans

Free Again and attorney Thomas Renz.  Similar fraud lawsuits have been @led against the states of

Ohio, New Mexico, Maine, and Kentucky, and against the city of Anchorage, AK.  More lawsuits

against tyrannical states will be @lled soon.  The more the better.  Last year, many lawsuits @led

against tyrannical states claiming violations of the constitution were dismissed by judges because

of the pandemic and emergency declarations, even though there are no exception clauses in the

US and state constitutions to suspend any freedoms.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

mrrobb

Sure.....I thin  yous watch too much old Perry Mason  .....world courts are useless...they have no

real power..and if they did the UN is just another branch of the NWO..more like the fox guarding the

hen house  ....and since Gates own the WHO....he also has buddies in the UN  that is nearly

useless....the Only way is with a rope...'Street Justice'  ....all the chatter and talk is a waste of
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time....start  stringing these criminals up... Now  the liberals come out crying..they need trials and

big nuts Lawyers ...they need a ROPE!!!!.....hang the bastssaerds......

Posted On 06/11/2021

 

Retsbew

I just posted this (below) on Jon Rappoport's blog, NoMoreFakeNews.com   I am not in favour of the

version of globalism being pushed at us at all. And I admit,  Mumsy used to  say, "Be proud of your

breeding!"  (She said a lot of other weird stuff too).  My response was, I am not a dog.  But right now,

worldwide, we need to unite to out this damn spot and doing it together is the best route.

Hi Jon,  I spent ages trying to @nd the name of the doctors opposing the stand of the College of

Physicians & Surgeons to ignore the Hippocratic Oath with no success.  How crazy is that?  

I'm in Ottawa, Canada.  Queen Victoria designated Ottawa the capital of our country and the Houses of

Parliament are here.  I'm very happy that I can now support Canadian Physicians for Science & Truth.

 Thank you, Jon.  I also support Canadian Frontline Nurses who among other wrongful accusations

were faulted for joining a rally in Washington, DC.

Those of us who've always written for the truth, no matter how many sides it has, are so exasperated

with the abomination of "journalism" that is printed every day in our newspapers.  I've recommended

your No More Fake News many times.  I managed to get it into the UK Daily Mail a few times, where

censorship and manipulation is heavy.  

You could almost say what's happened is one of the results of a creative writing project from the dark

side.  Our lives are stitched together via communication.  Something that's @rst on any psych op's list.

articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/06/10/worldwide-freed..  

The Push Back, Oracle Films, (above) on Dr. Joseph Mercola's website is worth watching, especially if

you're feeling alone in this @ght for justice and freedom.

It's vital we communicate ourselves out of this mess asap.  I'm very grateful for the work that you do
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Jon and wish you all the best.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

jimhook

“There are laws to protect the freedom of the press’s speech, but none that are worth anything to

protect the people from the press,” Mark Twain.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

And he would know. A member of the subversives literary group in London,& the Bohemian Grove,

both! LOL! Not new problems, just they've centralized their power again back to the measure of the

old Inquisition& the Eastern despotic regimes; 'knowledge has increased'& they have this new

Babel technology going. Anyways, looking back at my own walk at various deceived times in my

life I surely looked a bit like Twain& shared his delusions,& I like to think that his beloved daughter's

faithful witness paid off in the end, despite her tragic death& his embitterment. That we might be

grateful together in Heaven& the Kingdom to come for our undeserved salvation& share in what the

Lord Jesus Christ merited,& not us!  

There were plenty of faithful folks witnessing to him, his innocents abroad contemporary w/

VanDyke& he had to be aware of the darkness of the counter-Reformation manipulations Wylie

documented. Clemens was always looking for an angle pursuing 'success'& wealth,& it's easy to

justify tearing down or abandoning something you don't fully know or understand, especially if

you're quick to receive slander& blame, slack on checking& proving all the data, too proud to admit

your own limitations. Genesis 3 in a nutshell.  

Sometimes folks can be so smart they outsmart their own selves& soul, & end up hoist by their

own petard (& I'm talking just consequence balanced by knowing, sighted& personal mercy for the

repentant by the Creator& Saviour w/ the reward an undeserved share in HIS deserved reward,
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inheritance& purpose in eternity, NOT the arbitrary& mechanical, blind, impersonal,& merciless

karma of the Law, the tao& the bondage of reincarnation to the dubious 'victory' of

depersonalization& dissolution, no-self; or the mirror image endless sin& fornication w/ the

equivalent of an AI sex doll 'reward' by an unholy 'god': the black hole of  purposeless

purposelessness & all-consuming, all-self!   Those things are almost as bad as the real Hell when

you think about it.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

fvtomasch

One major concern I have is with so many people getting the jab whether or not they get an adverse

reaction now or later is what may happen when they get a bu shot later this year? Could the bu shot

"activate" something that is considered inert now in the Covid vaccine? If by chance the bu shot would

then cause adverse reactions then the blame could then be put on a bad batch of bu vaccine.

Could/will the bu vaccine also contain the Covid vaccine?

Considering that many are now refusing the Covid vaccine but are willing to get the bu shot year after

year I would not put it past them.  Anything is possible nowadays.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Flu shot has been activating things for decades...nothing new. This time around though will be a

site for sore eyes if what some of the more prominent peeps are saying like Mikovits, Tenpenny,

Yeardon are right!

Posted On 06/10/2021
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jamNjim

fvtomasch, they are already working on a one-shot-@ts-all vaccine using mRNA technology that will

take care of the bu and coronaviruses and any other virus that might be running around.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

balhawk

Flu shots have activated an epidemic of kidney malfunction.  Prominent vax truth author and

activist Dr. Suzanne Humphries had her epiphany about vaccine issues while working as a

nephrologist after 3 patients in quick succession developed kidney issues right after bu shots.

 Look at how many dialysis centers there are.  Far more than there ever were iron lung wards, but

poliomyelitis was never infectious anyway.  Once one notices, it's very striking.

The ultimate irony is that while I did some work in dialysis centers, they had posters advertising bu

shots.   But then, it's quite good for business if one runs a dialysis center.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

NigelHowitt

Those who say the global push back against tyranny has just begun clearly do not realise that the

world is deeply controlled and it has been thus for centuries. Men have always been trying to harness

the productive effort of other men. It is as old as history. And now, just begun, is the push back. What

chance can it have against the organisation, the unity, the orchestration, the planning, the funding of

the global parasite class? When you further consider the fragmentation and disorder, among the

resistance. Consider also the lack of thinking skills and the fact that most have little capability to grasp

the enormity of the enemy. Then consider that the vast majority dont even perceive the problem yet!

Tyranny is here. Check out https://lawfulrebel.com/
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Posted On 06/10/2021

 

steve49car

Yet in 1939 one little tiny island stood up to a mass bully fully armed the the teeth, and when it

hardly had any military to speak of ! But it had the will , it had the ability to create those weapons

and a military  better than the enemies! The rest of the world saw that @ght and realised that they

to were  at risk should that tiny island get beaten ... they would be next and so joined in the @ght

against tyranny ... and won! The mistake that was made then and is being made today ... is that

actually the enemy is within .... its those of ours who side with the enemy and actually assist them ,

the allies in 1945 FAILED to put in place such real assurances that it could never happen again ...

many of those who waged that war and committed atrocities ...escaped under their noses ..went

on and created the EU ( did you not know that ...google Walter Hallstein) ....! Every single nazi

SHOULD have been executed ... no messing .... sadly only a few suffered that fate ... even the

leader got away !!!

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Randyfast

For sure; it will be a monumental task!

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

MAR746294

I have hope , but feel the same way you do. How can we do anything when people are so afraid of

the truth that they themselves do not believe. I tell people what is happening and I become the

"odd" woman with the stupid ideas. I try to tell them to read Dr. Mercola and Robert F Kennedy.

They mostly ignore me. I am afraid for my family. I will not be around for the worst of this but they
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will.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

sio6474

Those exact same thoughts rumble around in my head everyday now.   Overtime at a personal level

I have seen people in my circle exploit others, including myself at times of gullibility.   I still get

shocked when I catch acquaintances @bbing, and shocked that they think it is not apparent.  So if

that is happening in my small world, if I extrapolate out, it makes sense what is happening on the

large scale.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

sio6474

Thanks for posting the link.  I loved the content and pace of the conversation with Ben Lowrey.  I

just kept nodding in agreement unfortunately!  Nowhere to hide!

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Old as Nimrod and Babel.  Not sure which island is referred to by commenter below, Taiwan? If

Cuba...you're putting yourself in some bloody, terroristic company of illegit rebellion &

indiscriminate slaughter followed by dumbing down, draconian indoctrination & demoralization

shooting for world empire & control (how's that different again from corporatism tyranny & terror

'right' again?).  The French Terror as compared to the principled appeals of the British citizens of

the American colonies exhausting every legal means of appeal before @nally taking up arms to

@ght for the rights due them as lawful, productive citizens.   Revisionism sure has taken its toll!
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What your brain is washed in matters.  If it ain't the whole truth you need to seek it with your whole

heart & both eyes wide open, making sure you don't have one eye tightly shut: and  wash, rinse &

repeat.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Sminkly

The whole Hoax about this so called Pandemic was to make more milliardares around the world with

nothing but faulty and fake items.

God bless our Dr. Mercola and his wonderful team and associates to keep us informed

.& ❤ & ❤ & ❤ ( (  I was never scared a minute because I am healthy and old follow Dr. Mercola

for many years how to keep your body and soul in perfect shape.Thank You Thank You

Dankeschoen,Merci ,Grazias

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

BeatriceW

I agree.  I used to have the bu every year until I discovered Dr Mercola who I owe much to.  Thanks

to his advice over the years I haven't had bu since and certainly no fear of being very ill with Covid

which I may or may not have had at Christmas 2019.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Randyfast

That would be Billionaires.
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Posted On 06/10/2021

 

aneleaa

ANOTHER EXCELLENT INFORMATIVE ARTICLE! THANK YOU!

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

lovegol_ng

Dr. Mercola: This is the best video I have seen in a very long time. Everyone in the world should see this

video.  Thanks so much for sharing.  This video tells it all and then more. Again, thank you.

Posted On 06/11/2021

 

ccuthbert

Hmmm. Interesting. I seem to recall one particular website that was spreading fear porn when the

covid psyop started. That website even censored my posts about how there is NO virus, and that the

purpose of the powers that be was to terrify everyone into submission, destroy the economy and create

a world wide slave state. Now, this particular website is on board with identifying the agenda. I

supposed I should be happy, but some how I'm REALLY ANNOYED.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

AndyDan

Surely there’s a misprint here. The CFR is always HIGHER than the IFR. It sort of negates the rest of the

article.
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Posted On 06/10/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Well & good to a point, but we've been warned of the issues w/ electronic voting since 'Votescam' at

least in the '90's,& of the web of the informal& 'open' conspiracy since the '80's, w/ a margin of folks

pointing to European corporate powers meddling thru banking& covert manipulations from the get-go

to seize control over the great American experiment for conscientious Christian liberty to be applied as

per our second Constitutional attempt& the inclusion of those elitist-& wouldbe 'gods'- hated Bill of

Rights protections for the rights of all individuals, &not just elites/nicolaitans (which set us on the tack

of Abolition as achieved in Great Britain by the Evangelicals: bringing a doubling down of the powers to

keep that from happening in such a way here: it had to be the costly in bloodshed, strife& lives, but

corporate-enriching& power-centralizing, way in which it was eventually contrived) , simultaneously

limiting the power of elite/nicolaitan corporate powers.

Neither a tyranny of alchemical overlords& masters of nicolaitan sorcery nor of mechanistic magi

tyranny are its equal, let alone the merger compromise of the dialectic errors bypassing& excluding

truth to the fruit of 2 equal & opposite errors' union!  Selectively excluding truth bringing clear vision&

humility to the issues at hand won't save anything & is a fast track to the short celebration of an

illegitimate 'salvation' (always demanding evil means to a supposedly good end via the cloak of

relativism,& the sacri@ce of any abstainers remaining despite the pressures brought to bare), followed

by the rude awakening of sudden destruction as God steps in as long foretold. 1 Thess 5 KJB.  

Folks can say what they will,but the revisionism& cloak of relativism are brought to bear for a reason:

no book or entity on the planet has even a quintillionth of a fraction of evidenced prophecy already

ful@lled than the one they either openly hate & despise, or twist into pretzels trying to use as a magi's

rod.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

MyTVC15
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I just happened upon this "interesting" study: www.pnas.org/.../e2104547118  

In it, they say: "Our dataset is unique in that all SARS-CoV-2−positive individuals reported no symptoms

at the time of saliva collection, and therefore were infected but asymptomatic or presymptomatic."

So, they were either healthy or about to be sick? Which is pretty much anyone at any given time. So I

guess the translation is :"We used a completely useless and ineffective test to make our numbers look

legit." LOL!!

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Katdancer

Retsbaw, Clanharwood, MYTVC15 and angelenorreygmail.com - I too am Canadian but from the other

end of the country. I am in Alberta where the whole world is laughing at out government for their latest

stunt that is touted as Patiogate. There has been so much outrage and demand for them all to resign.

While I was angry, I said to myself - Looks like the hoax is up. I was actually in a strange way happy that

they were caught. If anyone who saw those photos thinks they still need the experimental shot, the

mask and to just stay home until we are told it is safe to come out needs their heads examined. With

the new announcement yesterday from our esteemed leader JT that now fully vaxxed Canadians will no

longer have to quarantine for 14 days as long as they have a negative test when they return from travel

is just another way to divide our country. I am constantly amazed daily at the hypocrisy that is being

spewed . Lets keep @ghting for our freedom in Canada together.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Good to hear a Canadian say this. Getting worried about you people to the north
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Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Mei_Ling

Yet another example of the fraud regarding the shot passports.  Why if one is in possession of

such a passport does one have to present a negative test result upon return?  Proof that these

'Experimental Gene Therapy' shots don't prevent one from getting Cov-19 and that the passport is

nothing more than a future tracking & surveillance tool.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Retsbew

Hi Katdancer,  Since this started I've been wondering how long it will take you guys out west to get

these people in line!  Also I feel animosity towards the government for the way you've been treated

over the oil.  Brings back memories of "Let them freeze in the dark." and I understood that meme,

aimed primarily at Ontario a long time ago now.  I hate to admit this but I voted for Peter Water

Hole, maybe even twice when I was young and not very knowledgeable.  Now his son's going to

exceed by far the debt his father left us.  I never did check it out, but water hole was supposed to

be a translation of the surname Trudeau and it was everywhere.  At the moment all I know is 'eau' is

water in French Canadian.  Love your last sentence, yes, let's keep @ghting for our freedom in

Canada together... the true north strong and free.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

harvelicious

Once again, the overarching truth is that the entire "plandemic" is a colossal psyop & satanic

constructive fraud based on pseudo-science, corruption & criminality!

Since when:
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1) does the entire global populace trust anything out of China without extreme due diligence &

vigilance?

2)  does the medical/scienti@c community accept the claim, without veri@able proof, that an alleged

novel virus has been discovered based on allegedly pulling 37 unique base pairs of an alleged 30,000

base pair genome sequence out of a soup of genetic material, for which, 18 base pairs were of Human

Chromosome 8?

3) are we not highly suspicious of & dismiss rigorous scrutiny of a known scienti@c fraudster, Drosten,

who developed the fake PCR test within 24 hrs. of the release of the alleged novel virus from Chinese

using an "in silico" genome sequence?

4) do we not listen to what the inventor of the PCR test, Kary Mullis, has to say about his invention, the

HIV fraud & criminal Fauci?

5) do the people trust a non-elected unaccountable WHO with a horrendous track record of corruption,

for which, has a genocidal psychopath at the helm that has committed heinous atrocities in his home

country?

6) have we ever been so propagandized into believing that everyone, including healthy asymptomatic

people, have to get tested?

7) have alleged pathogens become so intelligent that they are able to tell time, measure distance & are

extremely covertly tactical in their attack?

8) do people no longer believe that they have an incredible immune system & allow themselves to be

injected with an unapproved untested unknown cocktail that can kill them?

9) did we reject truth?

ANSWER: WHEN THE ENTIRE SATANIC SCHEME IS A LONG WELL PLANNED FICITIOUS

FANTASYLAND HOLLYWOOD CREATION SOLD ON A PLATFORM OF FANTASY & FEAR!

Please refer to a previous series of posts for greater detail:

 articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/05/30/covid-19-vaccin..

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/05/30/covid-19-vaccines-causing-damage.aspx?ShowAllComments=true#1090515
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Posted On 06/10/2021

 

arrow12

https://nojabforme.info/  

THE BIBLE

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Arrowheadmaker

Thanks Arrow12 good site :)

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

wwalkerware

"THE TIME TO STAND FOR FREEDOM IS RIGHT NOW ".   Okay Doc, one more time: YOU CANNOT HAVE

LIBERTY and/or Freedom (different things) AND DEMOCRACY at the same time.   You ponti@cate about

the Founders and their "risks" in de@ning "LIBERTY " and "freedom "...OK then,  how do you continually

miss their collective denouncement and contempt for democracies?  Can you please reference that

godawful word somewhere-anywhere, it is used in either of our (US of A) founding documents.

 Otherwise,  thank you, Dr.   Mercola  for everything you do.  You are truly an amazing, awesome man.

 Thank you.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions
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Our Founders understood the history, weaknesses & strengths of both democracies & republics.

 Democracies are idealist philosophical constructs w/ a supposed principle of citizen

representation which historically have consistently self-destructed through anarchy& mob rule to

end in tyranny w/ a plutocracy& military force restoring order. Republics are idealist philosophical

elite-& plutocratic-established &  run systems w/ a supposed principle of citizen representation,

which self-destruct when the military goes from servant& tool of the governed & governing class

as well, to an absolute dictatorship by military might, direct force under a charismatic general &

leader like Julius Caesar. Slaves were ubiquitous to both & never had a meaningful say in any of

that.

Most of our Founders were Deists, Universalists & such, while a case can be made for a small,

select handful that they might have been Christians in biblical terms.  Jefferson & Madison

witnessed the tolerance, simplicity & freedom, the voluntary self-control & resistance of the

baptists persecuted by the elites& standing order State church in Virginia. When the @rst attempt at

a Constitution empowering the elites over the commoner yet again failed due to Patrick Henry

alerting the general citizenry& shooting off his 'I smell a rat in Philadelphia' letter to Madison: they

thought that the Bill of Rights modeled after the baptist free& non-hierarchical order in the

simplicity of Christ would work for their bedgling nation.

They attempted to exploit the strengths of both systems, & to limit the weaknesses by balancing

them against one another, while adding the uniquely Christian biblical principle of 'rights' being

endowed to ALL,& not just to the 'elect' or karma-determined (what is is 'right', the strongest, most

cunning who survive are the most deserving etc) patricians& elites, the ruling& priestly castes&

classes in collaboration managing hierarchical systems over the many with no meaningful say.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

2, continuing.

The world elites, including those so minded here, compromised to the addition of the Bill of Rights,

but fought it directly & indirectly from the get-go.  No one thought it would work, & were astounded
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when it endured...not taking into account God & his plan of history, his providence & judgments; &

pitting the two against one another, distributing powers & so forth really did serve to hinder tyranny

by hindering any one power from centralizing all power & control.

The other saving factor in the British colonies of America was their overwhelming literacy.  True &

they were a mixed lot who came here, but it wasn't like folks came here for easy riches. It was a

hard life, & for most freely chosen.  Most bed religious tyranny & intolerance, the endless religious

wars of Rome & the Daughters under which nonconformists of every stripe, bible believer baptistic

types along with every other brand of 'heretic' of the powers that were had suffered greatly.  The

Bible made them aware of the incongruity of the elitist systems w/ the Book they claimed as their

authority & justi@cation for being, & of their own standing as men & women created in the image of

God w/ soul liberty so that the common people pursued literacy & liberty; elites who'd hoarded &

controlled knowledge, limited literacy & fostered superstition for centuries tended to the pagan

classics & corruptions of Rome justifying their aristocracies, hierarchies, presumptions & positions

of privilege of the Babylonian order....w/ liberty of their own interpretation, & 'tradition'.  Not that

either type was sinlessly perfect, or absolutely corrupt: for there is always fallen human nature in

general that works & tends to corruption & tyranny as Lord Acton wisely noted: power corrupts &

absolute power corrupts absolutely.....but there is also the light of Christ that lighteth every man

that cometh into the world, & conscientious soul liberty, free will choice relating to truth faithfully

or deceitfully.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

3.... Most of the British regulars sent here to @ght were functionally illiterate, & to be sure the

Catholic Hessian mercenaries.  That was not true of the British American citizenry top to bottom &

bottom to top.  There was a literacy rate well over 85% & the taverns of the colonies buzzed with

sophisticated discussions of Bible, rights of man, and all the classics.  

So, with all due respect, our aim & goals with regard to liberty must keep truth in view as the

standard, & toleration without imposition, and neither bawed 'democracy' nor 'republicanism'

should be our ideal.  Those are the things I appreciate about Dr. Mercola's work & of any resistance
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movement to this current mess that I could associate myself with or join.  The cure can't be worse

than the ailment, and must be freely chosen. What we had & have lost was actually superior to the

two bogus 'choices' being presented us by the handlers & steerers of the new tyrants of the same

old tired Babylonian shuck & jive.  If it wasn't so bloody, & the stakes so high, & even eternal....we

might laugh at it....but the Leviathan beast of corporatism must always be kept on a tight & short

leash if it's not to turn upon & devour those its supposed to serve.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Geri33

For me things are very simple. We witness the last phase of the birth of a new religion. What they call

science isn't because it lacks the scrutiny science always needs. Instead, they're asking for obedience.

Any heretic is hunted down and punished, especially heretics that were former priests (doctors). I

wonder what their idol is - money? That would be simple...

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

brodiebrock12

pretty obvious isn't it Geri how science is just a word to be used now to drive the non critical

thinking types

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Jennycat24

My sister has had both doses of the injection - and a few weeks later has come down with previously

invisible pancreatic cancer.  It sounds like all the other co-incidences we've heard of on here.
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Posted On 06/10/2021

 

tillthen

This morning on the DJV radio program they were enthusiastically pushing vaxxs.  D & J are

 self-proclaimed conservatives while V is a rabid Trump hater but they were all uni@ed on the vaxx.

 There has been zero on FOX akin to what I read here.  What's the story?  Don't get me wrong, I do not

buy their "schiff" as I am no scholar, but rather an instinctive believer of M dot com mostly on its

emphasis of simple supps, and holistic medicine, but I am so upset at the constant barrage of the

MSM and its evil comrades, that I am about to unplug all media, as the garbage is so immense, the

internet being the exception, and give myself completely to classical music stations from outside the

USA (as we have, ashamedly, zero here to compete). There, I had to vent that.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

tallulah3

The app WRR classical radio station in Dallas Texas is a pretty good station. Just thought I would

let you know

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Vent away :)

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

dia1910
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I honestly think that those who have taken the jab are, in some way, quelling  their deep-down fears

of the jab by bringing other people along with them. I know there must be a term from psychology

that de@nes this. (If someone knows it, please tell me.) They used to say "misery loves company"

but that doesn't quite @t the bill. It's either that or they are just as evil as those who initially hatched

this plan and have unabashedly joined "the dark side." I can't imagine having to live with the fear

that any moment the spike protein will start attacking  me and take me out in a matter or minutes

or days with virtually no hope of survival. It just goes to show how powerful peer pressure can be.

 The more the truth comes out, the more fear will creep into their minds, until they will start to go

bonkers. And so, we are dealing with physical AND psychological illness. I believe wholeheartedly

what Dr Sherri Tenpenny said recently, "Faith and fear do not go together." I will keep my faith with

God and not be fearful!

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Kevin131

There's a good Mercola post, cheers! Realign you're perspective... We are humanity, the greatest entity

on Earth, we will not be yoked by a pathological NWO adgenda!

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Maritt

"KY judge rules Gov. Beshear’s COVID, mask orders unconstitutional in breakthrough lawsuit"     It took

15 months for a judge to @nally apply the Constitution against the most severe and arbitrary violations

of our most basic civil liberties, but it's better late than never.

On Tuesday, Boone County, Kentucky, Circuit Judge Richard A. Brueggemann issued a permanent

injunction against all of Gov. Andy Beshear's COVID restrictions, including the mask mandate. Unlike

the few judicial victories for civil liberties over the past year, this one was broad and sweeping, as it
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declared these mandates unconstitutional. In granting declaratory relief to a store owner who didn't

want to enforce masks on customers, Judge Brueggemann ruled that "all emergency orders imposed

by said Defendants, or that are being continued by said Defendants, are unconstitutional, void and

without any legal effect."

Although Gov. Beshear planned to let the mask mandate expire on Friday  

 www.theblaze.com/op-ed/horowitz-ky-judge-rules-gov-beshears-covid-mask..

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

jamNjim

Hopefully, more lawsuits will follow now that we have an ice breaker.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Maritt

The Recovery Campaign has produced a handy guide on “How To Create a Scariant in Ten Easy Steps”

1. Learn a basic fact of virology: there are hundreds of thousands of variants of COVID-19, many yet to

be discovered.

2. Realise that it’s normal for some of these to be better at spreading than others, but that a terri@ed

population doesn’t understand this.

3. Find one and give it a name.     Hot Tip: A good idea is to name it after a country with a struggling

health system where you can easily get footage of swamped hospitals. India is a great example:

though the country was well down the list of countries worst affected by COVID-19, it’s overstretched

health system provided the perfect images for international TV.

4. Call yourself an Expert.      Hot Tip: It helps if you have the title Professor – it means that you don’t

need actual quali@cations in medicine, virology or epidemiology to be given an uncritical platform by

https://www.theblaze.com/op-ed/horowitz-ky-judge-rules-gov-beshears-covid-mask-orders-unconstitutional-in-breakthrough-lawsuit
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broadcasters.

5. Ensure that your friends in Ofcom have told broadcasters that they are not allowed to report any data

or expert who might suggest that you are scaremongering.

6. Announce that you have found a dangerous new variant: your scariant.

7. Express your fear that the vaccine may be less effective against it: don’t worry if there’s no evidence.

 Bonus Point: Your @ends in the pharmaceutical industry will happily promise to come up with special

variant jabs.

8. Use all the tricks of behavioural science to terrify people so they can’t think straight.

9. Do more testing for variants than most of the rest of the world combined, ensuring that there’s plenty

of evidence of your scariant spreading in the UK.          Important: Start work on the next scariant ASAP!

Don’t give people time to see that the @rst didn’t amount to anything before you hit them with the net.

10. Job done.

https://timeforrecovery.org/  & www.youtube.com/watch  

continued

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Maritt

Scariant continue.. Congratulations:    You’ve scared the population witless, prolonged the crisis in

the NHS, devastated more businesses, worsened the growing mental health crisis, stopped

international travel, harmed the development of millions of children, kept broadcast restrictions

and curbs on freedom of speech in place and guaranteed that normal life will not resume.

Posted On 06/10/2021

https://timeforrecovery.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8f4vnkZQqFA
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jamNjim

Maritt, you just posted the CDC's and NIH's standard operating procedures (S.O.P.).

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Siriusbe1

Really great video and very timely.From the very start of this drama i saw from my inner vision which is

beyond the mind and its interpretations and projections ,that this was an attempt to control the whole

planet plotted for a long time by the same people who have been attempting to do it for hundreds of

years,the Rothschild,Rockefellers and the rest of the megalomaniac elite,greedy for the power they see

money can give them in controlling the whole planet.It is right time for people to wake up and stop

behaving like sheep,believing everything the media and politicians tell them and following blindly. The

cure for this disease?Follow and trust your inner light and the way is meditation.Here in Nepal where I

am a teacher mainly of english and meditation,i have been speaking out against this madness since

even before it started.And the young people are intelligent enough to listen and get the point:if the

masses are all  believing it and following,it is wrong.Freedom of the individual is the highest value.Be

aware that everything that the media is saying is controlled through money coming from the politicians

and other vested interests behind them.Critical is an insight into the psychology:how immature people

love to be told what to do so they do not have to take responsibility.It starts in schools.What sort of

people do we want graduating from schools and colleges?Sheep?I suspect even the sheep are more

intelligent.At least they are natural.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

robbie2u

What is worrying to me is if they set up this system that can monitor and control people to give a

particular outcome does that not place a certain amount of expectation on the need for demonstrated

https://articles.mercola.com/members/jamNjim/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Siriusbe1/default.aspx
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wisdom, unquestionable integrity,  intelligence and non compromising moral observance of those who

control the system as well as their advisors. Without a guarantee of such quality abuse is bound to

occur. I know of no signi@cant human institution whose stated good character and mission ever

crystallized in its purist form without being tainted to some degree by the human condition. If

eNciency or delivery is the only real achievement of such a system then it could deliver a poor solution

but eNciently. Further more what is to happen to those talented people who have different ideas to the

controlling group? There is no way to test their ideas since the system does not permit autonomy but

group think and so their ideas have no means of challenging the norm and in fact may lead to some

degree of persecution. An economist once told me that it was not always a good idea for countries to

have the same currency as it stops individual countries from being able to use their own but devalued

currency to trade their way out. Vive la différence!

Posted On 06/11/2021

 

Ambereyes

In 1904, Rosa Luxemburg saw that humanity was faced with the choice between barbarism or

socialism. She was right... What we have, now, is barbarism.

Posted On 06/11/2021

 

el-graf

"The Meek shall inherit the Earth".  Oh Yeah!  And how are you going to do that?..... by carrying signs

and sitting in your living rooms?   You people need to learn a lesson from the Spartans.  The Spartans

did not look for war ... but when it came, they took care of business.  

I am Spartan.

Posted On 06/11/2021
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Nadine17

A must watch video:    www.youtube.com/watch    Bret Weinstein    How to save the world, in three easy

steps.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

mcaves

This culling has been planned for a long time. Now, not only with the culling, those that are left are/will

be left to the mercy of the shadow government. Quite disturbing really.

www.nommeraadio.ee/meedia/pdf/RRS/Rockefeller%20Foundation.pdf?fbclid=..  

www.rockefellerfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/1b8843cc-0d4c-4d5e-bf..  

 www.nommeraadio.ee/meedia/pdf/RRS/Rockefeller%20Foundation.pdf?fbclid=..  

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

CourageousLion

I for one don't need to read a book to explain to me what I already know when it comes to the con game

that was used on all of us. Except for some reason I saw right through it from the get go. Critical

thinking is a lost way to look at the world around you and for some reason I was spared the loss of that

ability from an early age. Reason, logic and common sense are needed to be able to critically think. The

lack of one or more of those gifts leads you down a road to your own destruction.

"Once Step 10 locks into place, there's no going back. It'll be too dangerous to @ght back." It is always

dangerous to @ght back. That is the issue, folks place their lives, liberty and freedom at the bottom of

the rung and are unwilling to face the danger that defending yourself, your liberty and their families

entails.

Do you think the men at Concord Green faced danger? Do you think in their minds it was too dangerous

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Nadine17/default.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_NNTVJzqtY&t=750s
https://articles.mercola.com/members/mcaves/default.aspx
http://www.nommeraadio.ee/meedia/pdf/RRS/Rockefeller%20Foundation.pdf?fbclid=IwAR3zl1uRbdNwRGPQKyhnzO6gdAPFKjKdIg40DVylSPt9NzJu3fwjOiwa5Ic
https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/1b8843cc-0d4c-4d5e-bf35-4c7b2fbbb63d-the.pdf
http://www.nommeraadio.ee/meedia/pdf/RRS/Rockefeller%20Foundation.pdf?fbclid=IwAR3zl1uRbdNwRGPQKyhnzO6gdAPFKjKdIg40DVylSPt9NzJu3fwjOiwa5Ic
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to @ght back? Do you think that maybe they understood a long lost concept and that somethings are

worse then death? Like SLAVERY? And yet,I don't know the exact number but I suspect the percentage

is extremely high, don't they bow to the slavery that Fed Notes bring? That bow to the slavery that

property taxes and "income" taxes bring? Is life so sweet and peace to dear to be purchased at the

price of chains and slavery? Unfortunately the majority say YES. It is.

I drew lines in the sand 40+ years ago and so far none of the plantation overlords have seen @t to cross

them. In some cases they might not realize that the lines have been drawn, but I can promise...CROSS

THEM and you watch what happens on the evening news.

As for the US becoming socialist or communist...it happened a long time ago folks. Read it and cry. For

this is what you are leaving your

progeny....www.educate-yourself.org/cn/communistmanifestortenplanks12sep06.shtml

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Josie41

It's depopulation at it's @nest. It was planned that way. 50 million dead by 2030, research the Deagl

report if you  an @nd it, I think they took it down

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

fra1531

If you believe that any of the elite or politicians are actually taking The Jab, you're as crazy as they are.

 They KNOW these jabs are dangerous.  I often wonder why Mars is so desolate when it probably was a

living planet like Earth many years ago.  Its coming here.  So much destruction, at all levels.  May God

be merciful.

https://www.educate-yourself.org/cn/communistmanifestortenplanks12sep06.shtml
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Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Retsbew

www.rebelnews.com/were_suing_the_montreal_police_for_assaulting_anothe..

This is from Rebel News, Canada and the lead is, The Montreal Police are Out of Control.

Montreal's a beautiful city in the province of Quebec.  The reporter, Alexa Lavoie, has ESL (English as a

second language), but she does well with explaining what happens here.  Ottawa, Ontario is close to

the Quebec border.  It's noticeable how the legislation in PQ is often more family oriented.  The

population in PQ, 2021 (interesting we had a census just this year...) is  8.18 million.  It's the second

largest province in Canada and accounts for 24% of the population.  That proportion causes a host of

problems.  Our second oNcial language is French and if you don't like that you say, why the heck

should it be an oNcial language when Quebec has less than a quarter of the people in Canada?  To

work for the Federal Government (of Canada) you will do well if you speak French and this affects the

employment market in Ottawa as well.  My granddaughter is in French Immersion at school and she

loves it even though none of us in her close family are bilingual.  I think she enjoys the independence ;)

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Hercster

scum...

"Eliminating Religious and Philosophical Exemptions: The Next Step in Ontario's Campaign against

Vaccine Hesitancy"

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33337310  

Sheep are bucking stupid. They eat shat, day after day, without a burp.

===============================

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Retsbew/default.aspx
https://www.rebelnews.com/were_suing_the_montreal_police_for_assaulting_another_rebel_news_reporter?utm_campaign=al_spvmlawsuit_6_10_21&utm_medium=email&utm_source=therebel
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"Mandatory vaccination for health care workers: an analysis of law and policy"

"www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7954540 "

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

MoMac46

Glastian : Thank you for the info- I will check it out.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

ontiptoe

Perfect ending to a beautiful documentary.  Just listen to the last @ve minutes!

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

ontiptoe

Thank you so much, Dr Mercola!!!  THIS IS AWESOME TO SEE!!!!

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Charly ali

That gives me some hope for the day, Darzoum. I agree we must rise above, as a transcendentalist.

Only by seeing this from a higher plane, can we learn a better way to deal with the world, and mankind's

ignorance's.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7954540/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/MoMac46/default.aspx
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Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Jim_Bo

I believe Dr. Mercola will be documented in history as a "ReFounder" of democracy in the USA.  Thank

you for being a true patriot!  Also appreciative acknowledgement to Top Posters.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Hercster

LOL, you are like a dying man rejoicing because A MAN IN A BOAT WITHOUT A PADDLE ,  1 MILE

AWAY WILL SAVE YOU FROM THE SHARKS WHO JUST BIT OFF YOUR LEG.

sorry caps

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Unvaxxed2

Not much to do with this article but, I'm curious to see what happens when Covid pops up it's ugly head

on these cruise ships with all these vaccinated people? It's bound to happen, too. How will they explain

that?

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Mei_Ling

Or the crowds at Springsteen's 'only people who got the shot can attend' concerts.  He and New

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Jim_5F00_Bo/default.aspx
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York deserve each other!

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

tallulah3

Bruce Springsteen is an idiot. His initials are BS. lol

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Hercster

they dont have too. the sheep will just keep eating shat.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

steelyd

There is no such thing as contagion. Expand your understanding and read "The Invisible Rainbow" by

Arthur Firstenberg. It has over 130 pages of bibliography on peer reviewed articles of his stated

@ndings. View videos of Dr Thomas Cowan and others who understand Germ Theory or Terrain.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

foster123

I agree there has been hoax and censorship,but how does one explain the huge outbreaks in India and

other parts of the world? Maybe Mercola and others are slanting it too.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/tallulah3/default.aspx
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Posted On 06/10/2021

 

SupportTheTruth

Thank you Dr. Mercola.

People are not dump when they are given the truth. More people need to wake up; otherwise things will

only get worse and worse. “It's not going to be easy. It may take years, and it may get far worse before

it gets better.” look like it will get far much worse and take much longer because Satan is really behing

all those globalists. Feel very worry.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Dargini

The @rst thing I noticed in this article is, what appears to be an error:

        March 3, 2020, the World Health Organization tweeted out a comment by WHO director-general

Tedros

        Adhanom Ghebreyesus, which said: "Globally, about 3.4% of reported COVID-19 cases have died.

By

        comparison, seasonal bu generally kills far fewer than 1% of those infected."

If CFR (con@rmed) is "always lower" than IFR (suspected), then 3.4% con@rmed COVID would indeed be

cause for alarm, as it is higher that the suspected Flu at 1%.  Perhaps you swapped them

inadvertently?

I appreciate your reporting, but any baws in logic make it impossible to justify to my husband.  He

relies on what he calls "facts." So, right away, this appears non-factual.  Especially when your goal is to

point out how non-factual the propaganda is.
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Second, you call out fear mongering, but are essentially fear mongering.

That does not make anything invalid.  It is important to utilize all skills of critical thinking to evaluate

everything...

Just be aware that your efforts to address concerns by utilizing the same types of manipulation and

emotional-triggers...don't do you any justice.  

Please remember that you are either preaching to the choir..."Trumping," or you are informing the

public.  Let your readers provide the emotional response.

I do want as many facts as I can gather...and information for a variety of sources.  I also want to feel

"armed" so that I can elicit an open mind in the people I care about.  Thank you for citing references to

read.  Please fact check that your references are 100% accurately excerpted (I catch a lot of errors).  

Thank you for sharing solutions as well as problems.  Considering creating the world you want...

 Trump gained momentum, both positive AND negative, due to all the energy directed his way.  Since

the majority of the world has joined the band...protecting choice seems to the highest priority.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Lakhana13

Here is a link to a 4.5 hour presentation done on Tuesday. Dr Fleming presents more facts than

anyone has to date. He backs up everything with all the documents. Now, if your husband does not

watch this, he exposes the truth - he's NOT TRULY interested in OBJECTIVE FACTS but only those

"facts" he deems correct. That makes him a liar.

thehighwire.com/.../live-from-event-2021-in-dallas-tx  Best wishes.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Retsbew
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Dargini:   "Please fact check that your references are 100% accurately excerpted (I catch a lot of

errors)."  This statement really indicates your point-of-view,  i.e., that you're in charge and to heck

with the consequences.  Well, I don't like that.  If you're going to make a defamatory statement you

need to cite your own attributions, even though you sound ever so worried about your fact loving

hubby.  I detest the get in line stuff, but we are in this together and you sound like you're more

interested in maintaining your perch than contributing ideas to overcome the horrifying and

unconscionable happenings we live with now.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

dejure

As usual, excellent article. That said, PLEASE, refrain from using words that suggest or indicate even

one of our rights comes out of any constitution.

One of the principals tied to the FIFTY-ONE constitutions is, our rights existed prior to the forming of

local, state and federal governments.

Another key principal tied to those constitutions is an "elephant in the room" thing: The @fty-one

constitutions exist because agents of the people cannot be trusted to best serve We The People and

many, some with good intentions, will do evil.

Add to the foregoing the critical fact we have MORE than just one constitution (the federal constitution

for the District of Columbia) for several good reasons.  Among them is, separation of powers between

the states and the federal government that work as checks and balances on the power of the fed, or

the individual states. Those state constitutions are no less powerful than the federal one. Review the

10th amendment for veri@cation of this fact.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Katdancer
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I just watched this video and I thought it would be a shame not to share. I am sure others have seen it,

Dr. David Martin is a very interesting and intelligent man. He has a series of videos on his personal

website to which I look forward to watching as well.

rumble.com/vi7itd-dr.-david-martin-how-did-we-get-here.html?fbclid=IwA..

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

brodiebrock12

For sure! Martin always worth listening too.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

dia1910

I'll have to respectfully disagree with MyTVC15. The "talking heads" DO have power because they are

manipulating the people by perpetuating the lie. If we had fewer of them and more truth tellers, we

wouldn't be in the circumstances we are in right now.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Lfod444

Yes......we need many more truth tellers like Dr. Mercola and others . However many of the truth

tellers (real doctors ,and others) just don't have a platform to get the truth out to the masses . I ,

like others here don't seem to have much success when trying to share with others what I have

learned on this site and many other places .The truth is out there , you just have to look for it.

"The TRUTH shall set you free"

https://rumble.com/vi7itd-dr.-david-martin-how-did-we-get-here.html?fbclid=IwAR0LR4NdU5maC9F_H5XG4kskcoxo1eV8atMl_ckTlA7H_Dj1bcrGfZ4ZqCU
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Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Krofter

This piece from March 30 talks about the million person march in London and has links to several

videos of that march.  secularheretic.substack.com/p/the-gospel-according-to-bill-gates  

This piece from May 30 details how the pcr test was, and still is being used to manipulate the masses

into getting the vaxx.  secularheretic.substack.com/p/how-the-pcr-test-is-being-used-to

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

os00

The inventor of the mRNA vaccine has sounded the alarm. This needs attention Dr. M

trialsitenews.com/bioethics-of-experimental-covid-vaccine-deployment-u..

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Just how redundant is all this for us? How long have we know all this to be exactly as its written in this

re hashed article. For 15 months+ now Fauci and company were allowed to implement agenda at every

turn with no one stopping them...

Posted On 06/10/2021
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elixir.can

Has anyone got information about Biden's plans to donate 500 million doses of the P@zer vaccine to

other countries?

What is behind this apparent act of generosity?

I would love to hear more background on this.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Perhaps the puppet was told he has been far short of his July 4th agenda to get to 70% and

therefore are scrambling to sell unused doses elsewhere. Business is business you know. Need to

squeeze out as much as possible.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

rrealrose

One point was Astrazenca shot got such bad press, US stockpile was nearly immediately donated

overseas. Second, the targeted mRNA was set to the initial Wuhan virus, which has mutated.

Someone said it is no longer circulating. Therefore, old doses may not help that much. third - the

WHO was getting vocal, calling on wealthier nations to share. And other considerations not yet

apparent.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

tillthen
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Tallulah3.......Thank you. Found it. Now on my list of favs.  Dallas!  Who would have thought!  Jus'

kiddin'.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

tallulah3

tillthen you made me laugh. Have a great day!!

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

farmercist

Judy Mikovits estimates about 50 million in the US will die in the next couple years from the shot

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

tallulah3

That’s a lot of people. A lot of dead bodies that will have to be taken care of. It’s going to be really

horrible

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

StandFastPats

And STILL they line up for the jab. Now I wonder whose buying up all the funeral homes....wouldn't

want to waste another good opportunity to add to the billions.
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Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Sunfacejack1

Not only was PCR never a diagnostic tool it is the very reason why the lateral bow tests are a disaster

too. They relied on the PCR as their "gold standard".

BUT the lateral bow tests had an ulterior motive as did the PCR deceive and make money at the same

time.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Was so obvious so early on too!

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

sue2613

Thank goodness people are waking up. We don't need another McCarthy era. He turned out to be a

raving, losing, alcoholic, and yet he had people in fear and ruined many lives. People were afraid to

speak out against him, but they @nally got their courage and their voices back.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

wwalkerware

Sue2613, probably would be a good idea if you researched  McCarthy in some different historical
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sources.   The fake news sources of that time,  the media, to include Hollywood,  were pretty much

controlled by who?   Fact is McCarthy was (is) right.  We are suffering much larger today because

he too, was effectively shut down by the brainwashed shillers of the day, exactly as is being done

today. Perhaps you actually recognize what is happening today, perhaps  believing and supporting

99%+ of what you are learning in our Good Doctors papers and reports?  Don't worry,  there were

"sane",

knowledgeable,  well spoken and well written, honest historians and media organizations that

(re)searched for, and recorded "facts".  Please attempt to report and refer to facts in your public

comments.  Thanks.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Exactly wwalker! The mention by Sue is exactly was was intended to be the interpretation of what

actually happened in McCarthy era. In reality he was spot on and was censored big time long

before censorship was a fashionable word these days. This is why we cannot EVER allow history

as it happened be re-de@ned to meet a current agenda

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

sue2613

WIWalker and Brodibrock. I would like to read anything that supports McCarthy. He was right,

communism proved to be a real threat and many communist spies were found. If you have any

suggestions please post them.

Posted On 06/11/2021
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Jennycat24

..

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

ina24275

Can someone please give me an idea of what they think of how *they* will survive should *they*

accomplish their goal? Will they live on  Impossible Burgers, toxic veggies, and  polluted drinking

water? Who is going to provide the other essentials, like transportation, keeping all the tech stuff

working (AI isn't going to make it possible, at least not with human supervision/assistance)

heating/cooling their mansions and who is going to build their shelters? And what makes them think

that they will not end up @ghting amongst each other the way humans have done since time

immemorial?

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

elixir.can

ina - I think you make a very good point. The word *they* seems to be used very loosely and

ubiquitously to identify a faceless enemy.

I personally think that humanity is full of vultures who are always at the ready to take advantage of

a distracted society already enslaved by consumerism. *They* are the leaders who want more

power, the @nanciers who want more money, the bureaucrats who want more control. You can

name names, every country has them. And in this globalised world *they* are on a feeding frenzy.

*They* may be 'Lucifer' in this Godless society? And so many many people are mesmerised by the

'bringer of light'.
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Posted On 06/10/2021

 

cybersoul

THE BATTLE FOR HUMANITY

www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity

COVID-19 INJECTION

www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection

THE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT

www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Nadine17

Bring it on!  This is war.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

mrwhiskerss

One paragraph above states the following "Since CFR requires the infection to be con@rmed through

laboratory testing and clinical evaluation, and the total number of infected people can be hard to

determine and includes suspected cases, the CFR is always lower than the IFR." Isn't that backwards.

The CFR is always higher than IFR because CFR only counts con@rmed cases and not the total number

infected which includes individual that did not turn into clinical cases. In a following paragraph that is

con@rmed when it states that the CFR is 3.4% while he IFR is only 0.23%
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Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Karlaqh

Dr. Mercola thank you for staying in the @ght!  Your work is priceless!  In addition, this is Reference #2,

2 - CDC 2019 Novel Coronavirus RT-PCR Diagnostic Panel July 13, 2020 (PDF) an 80 page document.

 Please help us by also including the page number of the statement for this article and other articles as

well.  Thanks!

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Tezza55

This was never about a virus all about the @nancial wars Rothschilds own the central bank in most

countries and have dictated our life’s for 100 years but they not happy with that they want to control the

lives of every man woman n child on the planet but @rst they want to depopulate the world by using

these vaccines but also in vaccines is a micro partical that allows them to use 5g to control everything

we do even down to controlling our health our money our whole way of life and governments are being

paid vast sums of money to help them carry this out it’s evil and barbaric what they trying to do )

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

jamNjim

If we plan to break this "lockstep" mentality our elected oNcials are in, who do we vote for when the

midterm elections come up in another 15 months? There's only about 5 people on capital hill

questioning the narrative here and they call themselves Republicans. However, the majority of

Democrats and Republicans on capital hill have bought into this hook, line, and sinker (all the ones that

got vaccinated)! You have a few rouge governors out there willing to stick their necks out and go
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against the narrative. But, do you really trust them? Many of these leaders that are show boating and

going against our fraudulent CDC's and FDA's advice are just using this pandemic to advance their

careers in politics. They are using this opportunity to get free press.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Lakhana13

This has been my conundrum. Having closely followed the political unfolding most of my life &

most especially the last 4, it is obvious both parties sold out Americans, most likely to China; or

anyone else holding out the cash. None of them have any backbone and cower to the money.

You're correct not to trust any of them. They only come out of their holes when it is re-election

time, and the majority of fools give them another 2 -4 years. Doesn't anyone pay attention; don't

they check a politician's record? I have come to not trust any of them including Trump. I believe

we've been played. Our human belief in the underlying goodness of people has been exploited too

many times. One important fact, I think most people are unawares of is how at least 2/3 - 3/4 of all

politicians are lawyers. Lawyers belong to a different class of people - they get loads of experience

of lying, manipulating and pressuring those in the court rooms. So is it any wonder they continue

these practices after elected? I do not believe many actually got the same shot as the rest of the

world. They are in on it and frankly don't give a damn about anyone except themselves. BIG

Pharma and BIG Farma own all of them. It will take a 2nd American revolution but I do not how

because those who are willing to @ght have no organization to physically rally around.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

jamNjim

Lakhana13, I'm with you on the revolution! I don't see any other way out of it. If something doesn't

happen real quick it will be too late for a revolution. When the China-types come down and stop all

production of ammunition the guns we own will serve no purpose. That was already happening

during Obama/Biden administration. During the entire 8 years of Obama's presidency there was a
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major ammo shortage. A friend of mine that worked at the Remington plant in Arkansas said they

were restricted on how much ammo they could produce. I asked him what the hell was going on?

Every time I drove buy that plant the parking lot would be empty! They went from having 300+ cars

in the parking lot 24/7 (3 shifts) to less than 100 cars for 8 hours a day. He said it was all OBAMA!

As a result, Remington is out of business now! Biden is picking up where Obama left off. During the

Trump administration we saw a small revival of the ammunition production. The worst part about

this wasn't the killing off of American Made Ammunition Facilities, but the IMPORTATION OF

CHINESE AMMUNITION!! The Obama/Biden Administration purposely put a choke-hold on

US-Made Ammunition Manufacturing and then allowed China to sell us their crap ammunition. I'm

serious when I say crap!! All of the Chinese brands of bullets I tried were total junk! I gave them

away as Christmas presents as soon as Trump took oNce and all the stores that sold ammo were

able to restock their shelves with USA MADE ammo.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Lakhana13

jamNjim.......odd, I stopped off at the local Dunhams to see one of the fellows who works there. For

months last summer, a bunch of us called into the store on speci@c days asking if the truck came

in with any ammo. Often, it did but were few and far between pickings. He said they have been

receiving slightly more ammo but the cost has sky rocketed. I saved all of what I purchased from

last summer but have not gone to the range as I want to hold onto what I have. Also, I think $0r0$

bought out a gun company and put them in the toilet. As for the 8 years of ammo shortage, it

wasn't so much there was an actual one, it was the Kenyan-born PIMPS administration buying up

all the ammo. I think even G W B started the trend.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

SarahB

I could not watch it. It said either because the network or server failed or because format would not
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support it.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

markuzick

Air travel to be prohibited for the vaccinated?

www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/disease/vaccinated-peopl..

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

stanleybecker

blood clots and every other form of "CLOT"   - this would mean everyone who has been bulshitted

into taking the Death Shot by Snake Gates and his puppet Dr Falsie

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

roseann.graham22protonma

What a beautiful piece of writing, Dr. Mercola.  I am inspired to carry on the resistance.  It is said that

God gives the grace we need to deal with our particular circumstance.  Throughout history, people have

lived under various persecutions.  Sadly, tyrants there will always be.  But the grace of God guided

human beings and got them through with unbroken spirits.  That same grace is there for all of us too if

we just ask  Him for it.

Posted On 06/10/2021
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riosamaya

Hi mister Mercola, I have follow you for a bit now, reading about every conspiracy and how the world

has been change and the government of the world become dictatorship etc etc, and you can tell us the

trust trough you book “ the truth about COVID 19”, well I think if you like we know about, you suppose

to give the link to everyone of you subscriber so everyone of us can  know the truth, and don’t try to

make money of us.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

tillthen

It isn't gripping The Five they're still talking about having gotten the vaxx.  Yeah, I know, it's not a heady

show but which of the 5 major networks show gripping fear?

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

ds29739

In line 14 of the text under "Ground Zero of the False Narrative", I believe it should read that the CFR is

always HIGHER than the IFR unless that was put there to purposely confuse the reader because this

site is run by the CCP as controlled opposition.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

longhaul1

To my thinking, and in response to rights of freedom of truth.Truth itself creates the path away from

falsehood, (keeping truth safe)They (the truths) in turn change the truth seeker.That is why solutions

involving not only our health in the “now”but into the foreseeable “future”have to be addressed NOW,If
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the solution is to have a two tier system ( those who stay versus those who go from current rhetoric)

then  “outside the present box” Is not such a bad place.It is not as cold and austere then lies would

make one believe and become frightened into doing another persons will. One must  believe ones self

 in the @rst place,Truly .Honest I been there in other experiences,Where the matter is so horrible to

contemplate.There is through positive advancement in knowledge a provision to have a quiet and

orderly exit out f this mess into a vista of new experiences and possibilities,Honestly.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

skweiler

"The key portion of that de@nition is 'enormous numbers of deaths and illness.'" Who de@nes what is

enormous and the cause of death? Even this is vague.

Any country without a "Second Amendment" and with some kind of @rearm regulation is abusing its

citizens. Even the U.S. isn't blameless and hasn't been since 1934 with its unconstitutional federal gun

control "laws." Perhaps these tyrants and their conspirators dream of implementing their goals, but it is

doubtful that they will succeed for a number of reasons. With regards to the virus there is an apparent

solution - injections - so people can't be continually and perpetually kept afraid.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

MAR746294

I read and try to understand all I can . What I don't understand is how is it so many are dying in India

from the "pandemic"? If someone could help me I would appreciate it.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

brodiebrock12
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Some say the India population is highly Vit D de@cient which I've not con@rmed so take it for what

it is. Maybe some others have more insight on this?

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

tireguy

This was posted in response to your earlier question.

In response to MAR with regard to what is going on in India, one should go to thehighwire.com and

watch Episode 215.  In that episode, Jefferey Jaxen, subbing for Del Bigtree, discusses, at

approximate 45:00 minutes remaining mark, “Issues Post Vaccination” in many countries including

India, in which cases signi@cantly increased after start of the vaccination campaigns.  This is a

signal that is being totally ignored.  Jaxen also interviews an India insider describing the horrible

conditions in that country for the majority of the population living in slums made worse by their

government’s response to the declared pandemic.  Recently, the health agency in India has been

bip bopping on HCQ and ivermectin, bringing them in at the peak of the cases post vaccination

driving down the cases, but then removing the meds, which was celebrated by the criminal WHO.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

jamNjim

Mar746294, Click on this Worldometers link and then click on the column that says

"Deaths-per-Million" and scroll all the way down to 108th place and that's where you @nd India.  

The USA is 18th overall.  www.worldometers.info/coronavirus

Then go over to the column that says "Cases-Per-Million". India is in 105th place and the USA is in

like 13th place.

I've been explaining this almost every day on this forum for the past 4 to 6 months. You can't look

at the "TOTAL NUMBER OF CASES/deaths" and determine the severity of a pandemic. You have to
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compare the total number of cases and deaths to the total number of people! India has 1.4 BILLION

people. The USA has only 330 Million people. So India is 4 times larger than the USA. India still has

not had more deaths in one day than the US had back in mid-Jan. We had like 4500 people die in 1

day. For India to have a day as bad as our worst day 18,000 people would have to die in one day.

The USA is sitting at 34 Million cases since the pandemic started. For India to be worse off than

the USA they would have to have 136 Million cases, but India only has 29 Million cases. That

means India is doing almost 5 TIMES BETTER than the USA is doing!

I don't know how else to put it, but did I clarify this for you?

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

BigFoxy

jamNjim numbers are correct.  India, with 1.4 billion people is 4 times our size but with far fewer

fatalities.  Just people everywhere in cities.  We in Los Angeles joke that if Mayor Garcetti takes

ambassador post, he will be right at home with all the homeless people on the streets there.

Their diets are heavily based on veges and grains/legumes which are not high in Vitamin D and

their darker skin doesn’t make Vitamin D as well as fair skin.  Also, zinc, important antiviral, is

found in greatest concentrations in shell@sh like oysters, crab, lobster, red meat and poultry.  They

eat some poultry but cows are sacred (and skinny so not a lot of meat there) so they are doing well

despite their native diet.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

lisakchauhangmail.com

Just to clarify: are you saying the millions of people who died last year did not die of Covid? Or what is

happening in India right now isn't really happening?
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Posted On 06/10/2021

 

jamNjim

Viruses don't kill people. Underlying conditions kill people. 99.9% of all the people with Covid-19 on

their death certi@cate had 2 or more of the following conditions: 1) Type-2 Diabetes; 2) Insulin

Resistance; 3) Obesity; 4) High Blood Pressure; 5) Congestive Heart Failure; 6) COPD; 7) Asthma;

8) Deep vein thrombosis; 9) Low Vit-D levels; 10) Low Zinc levels; 11) Over age 65; 12) and Kidney

disease.

Prior to this Plandemic, anyone who has 2 or more of these conditions and is an assisted living

facility and got the bu and died would have as a cause of death one of the 12 preexisting

conditions listed above. Or they would have had the cause of death being pneumonia caused by

complications of their preexisting condition.

In other words, if viruses killed people we would all be dead already. It is secondary infections like

pneumonia that kills people. Secondary infections are caused by low vitamin-D levels and a really

$hity medical system that tells everyone to "Stay Home if you think you have Covid-19 and do NOT

go to the Hospital Unless YOU CAN'T BREATH"! By then it's too late. Early treatment is critical.

As for India, I don't know what your talking about. I'm looking at the Worldometers Covid-19

statistics webpage right now. India is in 109th place for Covid-19 related deaths and they are in

105th place for Covid-19 infections. That compares to the USA's 18th and 13th places respectfully.

So the question you should be asking is how in the hell is a 3rd world country like India doing so

much better than the USA?

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

verityparler

Covid is no more deadly than the bu, and it’s a shame that the globalists have staged fake patients in

fake crammed hospitals fake dying of a fake disease. I mean, the amount of coordination it took to get
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my Republican 51 year old next door neighbor to participate in this and be willing to die to advance the

conspiracy is beyond me. It’s time to @ght back.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

demilo57

Interesting but what about India, Italy and the US ?? Why were the hospitals overbowing and why

people people dying in the streets? Was it the bu ?

I think that gain of function research and the drug companies had some involvement. Not a hoax . That

word has been used much to much .

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

GabriellaK

5G may have something to do with it?

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

jamNjim

What hospitals over bowing? Didn't happen where I live where there's the largest obesity and tpye-2

diabetic population in the USA! It didn't happen in New York where more people were catching

Covid-19 per day than all the rest of the USA combined back in April/May 2020!! Remember Trump

sending a Military HOSPITAL SHIP to New York city that never got used? Then there was the tent

hospital that Trump had sent to New York that never got used!  Don't you think if those hospitals

were "over bowing" they would have used the tent and boat hospitals?? Then there's all the

respirators/ventilators Trump had Ford Motor company produce that ended up being shipped to
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3rd world countries because we didn't need them. Let me guess, you get your news/information

from main stream media like MSNBC? I do recall those MSM types perpetuating this nonsense!

There were days I would even have to ask my wife how the hospital she works at is doing because

Fake News NBC would tell us every day the hospitals are maxed out!! If the hospitals were so

overwhelmed with sick covid-19 patients, why were they LAYING OFF NURSES AND STAFF???

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

allcurious

Covid Mycoplasma One and the same. Look it up. Covid and the many Mycoplasma biological warfare

weapon pathogens are one and the same in the vaccines and in the wild. They are so small they pass

thru vaccine makers @lters. Same spike protien distribution in body via blood stream.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

lel36357

Dear Allcurious,  I am utterly intrigued by the possibility of Covid and mycoplasma being the same

entity.  Where can I get more info on that, please?

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

jamNjim

allcurious, I would really like to have more info on this. Can you give us a link?

Posted On 06/10/2021
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mrrobb

real elephants???  what is this the Zoo? so   fundamentalassumptions : you Must be talking about them

Jooos. Yep same ones that control earths Energies, like oil & electricity Agriculture  and meat

communications & governments & boards of education ,most tax coffers & militaries & scams lie m

NASA..sucking up billions to put on  large '@reworks displays' for the millions  of brain-dead  'folks'

watching on TV..AND They control every cell phone tower on earth. Soon to be 5G radiators of 'The

Death Ray"..its a twisted  creation of Tesla's  revamped to be their action "Killing Machinery Tool", to

eradicate the Earth of the useless feeders  and goyum. sites.google.com/.../understandingemfs  

cell-towers complete site :      sites.google.com/.../understandingemfs  

These 5G  towers and all the mini radiators will all be under Arti@cial Intelligence's control .each  has

the capability of pumping out  billions of Watts of a  Death Ray...or EMF/RFPoisoning.eradication of

entire cities or even countries within hours .and this is NOT a imaginary thought......this is what is

going on......and as soon as the total completion of 5G networks ,the mass CULLING will begin. Might

take a  year to wipe 90% of the Goyum away...leaving a few in their Underground cities ,who will be

protected from the aRFPoisoning, DEW The DEW, Direct Energy Weapon, will kill almost everything

living..so after a few years  most of the dead and decaying billions of bodies will rot away or eaten by

the few animals the few million left  in underground cities will emerge to a nearly already made  New

World of no useless feeders or 'problems'  and if a problem starts it will be crushed by the military

police  who are owned by the same pack of pedos..

Posted On 06/11/2021

 

Karlaqh

"Since CFR requires the infection to be con@rmed through laboratory testing and clinical evaluation,

and the total number of infected people can be hard to determine and includes suspected cases, the

CFR is always LOWER than the IFR."  

I don't get this Dr. Mercola.  Shouldn't it be "the CFR is always HIGHER than the IFR," like we see the CFR

of COVID-19 (3.4%) is higher than the IFR of seasonal bu (<0.1%)?
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Posted On 06/10/2021

 

steenhout

Anew a lot of FAKE NEWS in this article :  where was the media-suppression in march ?  In all news

outlets i read about it.  When comparing the numbers  of protesters : no surprise : I myself did a

factcheck of some numbers via police / media L & R, the protesting group included. In one place I was

in person ( an advantage when you've a double nationality ) and could make an estimation myself :  700

,  police : max 1000, protesting group : 7000 ,   CNN 'a crowd', Fox : 10000, and so on ....... I wonder

which are in your view the "mainstream media", and which the "honest ones" ? That I should like to

know!

2nd: is there anyone on earth who knows it all? Who knows what is best for anybody ?  NO !

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

MaggieMay

If you had a thinking brain you wouldn't have to ask others to do your thinking for you.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Retsbew

Steenhout:  You do not understand the media - newspaper, television and radio.  I do.  I am a

former newspaper reporter and I know the power an editor has over the content of the newspaper.

 Example:  One of the newspapers I was with was a small town Canadian paper and privately

owned.  The owner editor of that newspaper had @nancial holdings in that small town.  As a

consequence, any bad news was stibed or relegated to a position that was not quickly seen, not on
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the front page, when that is where it should have been.  It was the totally perfect town to live in

because it was presented as idyllic.  But it was not a true reporting of the news in that town.  

When I was with Procter & Gamble and Crest Toothpaste was given the Dental Seal of Approval, the

Brand Man and his assistant were over the moon about it because they had beaten Colgate to this

"seal of approval."  I never once saw any medical literature in our oNce about the harm buoride

could cause.  Why do you think now we have so many seniors with signs of dementia and

Alzheimers?  It is a proven fact that Fluoride affects the Pineal gland in the brain and thus the

memory is affected.

I suggest that you stick to what you know when you're making accusations about fake news in an

article and @lm which is entirely the opposite and the purpose is to save lives around the world.

 You are absolutely wrong with your opinion about this.   All you are stating here is that you swallow

the bait from the media with your "fact check."  

The mainstream media in Canada is paid by the government.  Do you think that makes them

without prejudice?  It is not appropriate that the government subsidizes newspapers - with

taxpayers funds no less!  You might extrapolate from that, that the government then tells the

newspapers what to print do you not think?  We only have one news agency that is independent,

Rebel News and they have always published accurate reports.  

If you are a healer, please listen to Dr. Mercola.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Hercster

You babble ignorance as knowledge. Your argument is that of a delusional slave advocating

propaganda and supposed anecdotal experience as fact, in order to bring more slaves willingly into

the arms of tyranny. *** you slave. Get off your knees.

Posted On 06/10/2021
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Maritt

It is easier to fool people than to convince them that they have been fooled - Mark Twain

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

JuQuDC

Maritt’s reply is right on point.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

jamNjim

Steen, go back to sleep.

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

Randyfast

YOU are the fake news!

Posted On 06/10/2021

 

wakeupSleep

As with all things, can you provide the actual sources for your conclusion please? you indicated
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police / media L&R, "in person" - where?

i think its fair to bring up questions of any source, but you do need to show somethings as to

validate your points.

Posted On 06/10/2021


